DOORS
INVITE
AFGHANISTAN TO DEMOCRACY AND REPUBLIC
(1)
AFGHANISTAN WON'T GET ANYWHERE WITH THE TALIBAN BRAND.
THE TALIBAN IS A FALSE MESSIAH AND MAHDI MOVEMENT.
THE TALIBAN IS A REAL DAJJAL (ANTICHRIST) MOVEMENT.
Afghanistan won't get anywhere with the Taliban brand.
The only way Afghanistan can solve its problems is democracy and
republic.
The Taliban is a terrorist organization under the control of Zionism and
Jews from A to Z.
Afghan people should not be slaves and free soldiers of the Taliban,
Zionism and Judaism.
WHAT IS THE AFGHANISTAN PROBLEM?
On planet Earth, two great deep powers have been fighting for the
possession of the earth, especially for the last seven thousand years.
These two deep powers are the Rockefellers and the Rothschilds. These
two deep forces are each other's nemesis. All wars on earth for the last
seven thousand years have been organized by these two powers.
The Rothschilds have always been clearly superior to the Rockefeller
group with their dominance of Central Banks, money and financial systems
around the world.
We can express this wealth domination on earth as 85% Rothschilds, 10%
Rockefeller, 5% Christian USA.
In order to close this gap, the Rockefeller Group had to specialize in much
more tiring industrial and commercial areas, especially oil, natural gas,
medicine, food, drugs, human trafficking, terrorism and wars.
The battle of these deep forces to dominate the earth is extremely brutal.
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Mankind is the free soldiers, labor and slaves of these two powers. In the
eyes of these powers, human beings have no value and no importance.
Humans are a locust swarm for these powers.
The common denominator of these two forces, which are hostile to each
other, is not to allow a third power to have possession of the Earth.
The Protocols of Zion are agreements between two enemies to protect
planet earth from human domination. The purpose of these agreements is
to prevent the Rockefeller and Rothschilds from running out of power by
fighting each other.
Three basic elements are needed to have a planet. These elements are
capital, labor and raw materials. Afghanistan is a region with the richest
mines on earth. All elements, especially gold, silver, copper, lithium, are
more or less present in this region.
Afghanistan was not invaded by Russia in 1979. Afghanistan was
occupied by the Russian Rothschilds in 1979. Russian soldiers were free
soldiers who fought for nothing for the Rothschilds.
The Rockefeller family, who was afraid of losing the biggest raw material
resources on earth, started to use the US army to take the Rothschilds out of
Afghanistan and invade.
The scene we saw on August 15, 2021 is Rockefeller expelling the
Rothschilds from Afghanistan 42 years later. The Taliban is a
Rockefeller army.
The groups that the Taliban are fighting are all the armies of the
Rothschilds.
Terror, war and drugs are a source of income for the Rockefeller group.
Wherever there is terror, war and drugs, there is the Rockefeller band.
Hundreds of terrorist organizations, especially Antifa, BLM, Taliban, AlQaeda, ISIS, Hezbollah, PKK, FETO, PYD, YPG, Boko Haram etc, are the
income sources of the Rockefeller group.
A similar reality to Afghanistan took place in Myanmar on February 1, 2021.
The Rockefeller family has taken power in this country.
Turkey has been a colony of Rothschilds from A to Z since 1909. Despite
the 5 military coups they have carried out since 1950, the Rockefeller
group failed to take Turkey over from the Rothschilds.
The USA, Donald Trump and his administration, who left Afghanistan on
August 31, 2021, put an end to the Christian US soldiers being free soldiers
to Zionism and Jews and their deaths for no reason.
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The US has 800 bases and war zones on earth, in the oceans and in space,
similar to the base in Afghanistan.
These bases and wars are funded by the US people, their soldiers, taxes,
and labor.
Undemocratic military spending is the reason why US citizens are
struggling to make ends meet despite great wealth.
The Christian USA, Donald J Trump and his administration have started
to dry the 7000-year-old Rothschilds and Rockefeller swamp on earth with
their decisions similar to Afghanistan.
The Rothschilds-Rockefeller struggle, in which the Christian USA has lived
for nearly 200 years, is now active in every country on earth with all its
might.
Nations that understand the Christian USA and its struggle well will
understand much better what is going on in their own country.

DOORS
INVITE
AFGHANISTAN TO DEMOCRACY AND REPUBLIC
(2)
How do the Rothschilds and Rockefeller families penetrate a country and
nation?
The biggest capital of the Rothschilds and Rockefeller families is to
prepare the state and government managers in the target country and
bring them to power.
These groups have no other business than preparing state and
government administrators and are not interested in other work. For these
preparations, work begins at least 50-100-200 years ago.
It takes an average human family 100-150 years to reach a fortune of
100,000 USD.
For Jewish families, this period is at most one day. Money is not a
problem in the life of Jews.
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On average, 300-400 Jewish families are enough to take over all
institutions and organizations in a country. Jewish families without money
problems will take all the corners and not let the nations breathe.
These 300-400 families will mature for at least 100-200 years and take
their place in the society. They will not be seen in society like white stones
in rice.
Most people don't know that their best friend is a Jewish traitor, thief,
murderer, Rothschilds and Rockefellers poodles.
This is the essential rule of the game.
The greatest capital of Rothschilds and Rockefellers is people's love of
money and authority, greed, arrogance, selfishness and bad morality.
The rest is very easy.
DOORS
INVITE
AFGHANISTAN TO DEMOCRACY AND REPUBLIC
(3)
The Taliban is a false Messiah and Mahdi movement.
The Taliban is a real Dajjal (Antichrist) movement.
The Taliban are no different from Adnan Oktar, the fake Mahdi, who
occupied the agenda of Turkey for 40 years and claimed to be the Mahdi.
The Prophet Muhammad warned all humanity to beware of the frauds
and destruction of false Messiahs and Mahdis.
What good will come to humanity from people whom the Prophet
Muhammad called false and dishonest ?
Throughout history, false Messiah, Mahdi, and spiritual leaders have
claimed to be descendants of Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus, and
Muhammad. These people claim that they are shepherd-rulers and the rest
of the people are sheep and cattle.
The false Messiah, Mahdi, and spiritual leaders try to become rulers of
people with empty promises that have no basis and no proof.
Where are the descendants of the murderers who tried to kill and
killed the Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus, Muhammad and Ali ?
Those who claim that their ancestry is based on the prophets also know
very well the ancestry of the prophet killers and companions living today.
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They need to prove to people where and who they are :
Descendants of Nimrod, the commanders who captured Abraham to burn
him, the soldiers and the workers who carried wood for his fire ;
The lineage of Pharaoh and his soldiers ;
The descendants of the Jews who complained about Jesus to the Roman
emperor and governor, the soldiers who captured them, the executioners
who hammered nails into their hands and feet ;
The descendants of those who (try) murdered Muhammad, Ali, Hasan,
Hussein and all the companions.
We expect spiritual leaders and the Taliban, who claim to be descended
from the prophets, to prove their claims to humanity.
We expect spiritual leaders and the Taliban to introduce humanity to the
living descendants of the murderers who killed prophets and
companions throughout history.
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INVITE
AFGHANISTAN TO DEMOCRACY AND REPUBLIC
(4)
There are two Taliban.
i) Honest, sincere and Muslim Afghan citizens,
ii) Zionist, Jewish, Freemason, Traitor, Rothchilds and Rockefeller poodle
Afghan citizens.
The Muslim Afghan people have to know the Zionist and Jewish Afghans
very well.
Zionist and Jewish Afghans :
i) He has no love or respect for the Afghan people, state and flag.
ii) They hate the Afghan people.
iii) Their duty is to control the Afghan people at all times, to poison or
accidentally kill Afghans who are strong enough to rival them.
There are approximately 200 Rothschilds and 200 Rockefeller families in
Afghanistan. Hamid Karzai is a Jew. It is possible to count hundreds and
thousands of examples like these.
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Zionism and Jews mostly use the hadiths of the Mahdi to infiltrate the
Islamic world.
It is Jewish art to bring watermelon peels to the mind of a donkey.
Jews find naive, ignorant, greedy Muslims and deceive them as "You are
the Mahdi, the Messiah, you will rule the whole world and you will
own the earth."
Jews are disguised as Mahdi, Messiah, Imam and spiritual leaders in the
Islamic world.
The Taliban is Afghanistan's FETO. False Mahdi and Muslims, like
Fetullah GULEN, rule the Taliban.
Fetullah GULEN is a fake Mahdi, freemason and Jew working for
Rockefeller and the Zionist CIA.
Fetullah GULEN is a terrorist.
Terrorists such as Fetullah GULEN rule Afghanistan and the Taliban.
The first duties of Muslim Afghans :
i) To save their country from the Zionists, Jews and Freemasons who have
invaded their country.
ii) To choose honest and reliable international partners for the
development of Afghanistan.
Muslim Afghans:
i) They have to stay away from the European Union. The European
Union is a political and economic terrorist organization from A to Z.
It is European Zionism and Jews who have been exploiting and killing the
people of Afghanistan for centuries. Europe has been a Rothchilds,
Rockefeller and Vatican colony for thousands of years.
ii) They have to stay away from China. The Chinese people are the slaves
of the CCP of the Chinese Communist Party. CCP is a Rothschilds and
Rockefeller partnership.
Zionism, Nazis, and Jews had to move from the United States, their 200year-old world capital, in 2008. The people of the USA have awakened
and forced to flee the country to the evil establishments.
The Chinese people will be slaves and free soldiers for the victory of
Zionism and the Jews, just as in the history of Europe and the USA.
The Chinese people should be very careful about the CCP policies of the
Chinese Communist Party.
The European Union and China own the Taliban.
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The Afghan rulers of the Taliban will sell the Afghan people to the
European Union and China.
Afghan people should be very careful about whoever among the Taliban
strongly advocates cooperation with the European Union and China.
There is no doubt that these people were Jews. The Taliban's cooperation
with the European Union and China will never bring freedom and
independence to the Afghan people.
It is not possible for the Afghan people to find the peace and tranquility they
seek with the cooperation of the European Union and China.
iii) The best choice of the Afghan people for political and economic
development will be to act under the guidance of the USA, Russia,
Turkey and Pakistan.
The USA, Russia and Turkey are the three leading countries in the world
that have cleared the Zionists and Jews from the state administration.
There are very strong preparations in this regard in Pakistan.
iv) The Afghan people cannot get rid of the Taliban, Zionism, Jews and
Freemasons without making democracy and republican elections.
The best example for the Afghan people is the Republic of Turkey and its
democracy.
We have no doubt that the Afghan people, who have overcome great
difficulties throughout history, will overcome this difficult period in the
most successful way.
As the family of humanity, we declare that we stand with our Afghan
brothers with all our might.
In the name of humanity, we wish the Afghan people success on their
path to full independence and freedom.
We greet Afghanistan and the Afghan people on behalf of humanity with
love, respect and heartfelt affection.
May Allah protect you and help you.
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
7.9.2021
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My Dear One’s
As you know, I asked you to be ready. For what ? For my Turkish Got
Talent competition.
In the 2011-2012 season, I applied to be a competitor for Turkish Got
Talent. I participated in the qualifiers 6 times, I took the stage in the
qualifiers 5 times.
But I failed to appear on television as a contestant by passing the
eliminations.
Many young friends who organize the qualifiers are also the preliminary
jury. To be a competitor, the recommendation of the jury is sufficient.
I always lost the qualifiers 4-5, 5-6, 3-5 etc. Young jury friends constantly
quarreled among themselves. After all, I was not a competitor.
The play I staged (was) is the best talent in the history of Got Talent
Competitions. (for me)
It broke my heart not to be a competitor with such a play and talent. I have
been suffering from not being a competitor for ten years.
I want to try my luck again to be a competitor in the 2021-2022 season.
I expect a big support noise from you in order to be a competitor.
I have great faith that you will watch me as a contestant in Turkish Got
Talent this season.
My Dear One’s
Our new website www.doorsnews.com will be online within a week at the
latest.
After this date, the month-long update and information period has ended.
Doors Idea will continue to be with you at the latest with one-week updates
on the website www.doorsnews.com.
I want you to know that everything is very healthy and good in Turkey.
Thank you very much for your patience.
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I pray to my Lord that our work, patience, effort and prayers that we have
done together will be instrumental in the goodness, wealth, peace and
tranquility of humanity.
This heart loves and misses you so much.
See you soon.
God bless you all.
With my Love and Respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
7.9.2021
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DOORS
INVITE
EVERY NATION TO ESTABLISH AN
"INTEREST IS A SIN PARTY"
IN THEIR COUNTRY
(1)
Doors established Interest is Haram Party in Turkey.
( Interest is Haram Party= Interest is a Sin Party, Haram =Forbidden by
Religion)
Doors invite every nation to establish an "Interest is a Sin Party" in their
country.
Doors are launching a campaign to establish a Interest is a Sin Party for
every state and nation in the world.
Democracy is the most powerful political institution for solving people's
problems and improving their well-being. Political Parties are the soul of
politics.
For the last 200 years, political parties, whose names are Republic,
Democrat, People, Justice, Peace, Freedom, Development, Independence,
Equality, Worker, Labor, Trust, etc., have been very weak in conveying their
truth messages to people.
None of these Parties make money for people.
None of these parties have given people freedom, peace and justice.
None of these parties have been able to end the slavery and exploitation
system in the world.
Interest is a Sin Party - It is a political movement that tells everyone about
7000 years of human history in just 5 words.
Interest is a Sin Party - It is a political movement that ends mankind's
7000 years of suffering and troubles with 5 words.
Interest is a Sin Party - It is a political movement that breaks down the
7000-year-old slavery and exploitation order of Satan, Zionism, Vatican and
Jews in just 5 words.
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Interest is a Sin Party- is the political movement that wiped out the
Federal Reserve and all Central Bankers, Interest and 13 Families, including
Rothschilds and Rockefeller, in just 5 words.
We all know that it is very difficult for Christians, Muslims and honest
people to win elections and stay in power for a long time.
Interest is a Sin Party - a political movement that destroys all the satanic
and masonic castles and headquarters.
Interest is a Sin Party- It is a very powerful political movement that gives
Christians, Muslims and honest people election and keeps them in power
forever.
Doors Idea and all information, offers, projects, laws, regulations on
www.islaminnuru.com
and
www.spectrumofislam.com
are
the
intellectual property of -Interest is a Sin Party- managers free of
charge.
Doors: Supports leaders and administrations whose party names are
not - Interest is a Sin Party - but who have a worldview of protecting
humanity, such as Donald J Trump and Vladimir Putin.
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DOORS
INVITE
EVERY NATION TO ESTABLISH AN
"INTEREST IS A SIN PARTY"
IN THEIR COUNTRY
(2)
Developments in the politics of the Republic of Turkey forced me to
intervene in the politics of the Turkish State by establishing a new political
party under the chairmanship of Halil Coşkun Beyoğlu.
Establishing a new political party as the representative of Muslims in
Turkey is not only mine, but a decision taken by the Turkish State
Officials and the AK Party Board of Directors.
The name of our newly established Party is Interest is Haram Party.
Interest is a sin Party = Interest is Haram Party. Haram =Forbidden by
Religion
Why did the Turkish State and AK Party decide to liquidate Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan ?
The rate of Turkish Muslims awakening to the world truth was 10% in
1980, 21% in 1996 and 52% in 2018.
With the Doors Idea delivered to Recep Tayyip Erdogan and the AK Party in
2013, this ratio increased to 100%.
The Doors Idea has been accepted with great satisfaction in all units of our
State and in the AK Party administration.
With the Idea of Doors; Satanist, Zionist, Masonic, Jews = Bullshit
Alliance's chances of success have been zeroed.
Before 2013, opposition parties in Turkey were at odds with each other
and rivals. This fighting environment benefited the AK Party and increased
its votes to 52%.
The Zionist CIA and the Pentagon determine world politics on behalf of the
Vatican, with the capital and taxes of US citizens.
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After 2008, this task was taken over by China.
After 2013, the Zionist CIA and Pentagon decided to unite the opposition
parties in Turkey against the AK Party. In the same year, the Turkish
State Officials and the AK Party Administration, seeing this danger, warned
Recep Tayyip Erdogan to protect the Doors Idea.
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan was informed that a 50% success would not be too
risky and sustainable for the AK Party.
Despite our warnings hundreds and thousands of times between 2013 and
2019, RTE filled 9 metropolitan cities, especially Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir,
Adana and Antalya, with masons in the 2019 local elections.
RTE puts the 2023 Presidential and General Elections at great risk on behalf
of the Muslims. We all know very well that Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has no
chance of winning the 2023 election.
(1) Why doesn't Recep Tayyip Erdoğan introduce the Doors Idea to
Turkish and World nations ?
What is the reason for this delay in Turkey ?
Reading, analyzing and understanding the events on earth is a matter of
the quality of the human soul.
Recep Tayyip Erdogan is a weak soul.
Weak souls cannot properly read, analyze, and evaluate events and ideas.
Mature souls are free from all negative emotions, thoughts and behaviors.
Weak souls cannot build ships like Noah, they do not work in shipbuilding
and do not get on ships.
Recep Tayyip Erdogan is a fake Mahdi and Messiah. RTE is a false Muslim
spiritual leader. RTE is a person who has lived for 40 years thinking of
himself as the Mahdi and the Messiah. RTE is a person who has had a hard
time accepting the events in Turkey in the last 10 years.
Since RTE expects God and the Turkish Nation to declare him as the Mahdi
and the Messiah, his eyes see nothing, including the Doors Idea.
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False Muslim spiritual leaders are no different from the Pope in the
Vatican. Every Pope in history is a fraudster who thinks he is Jesus Christ
and the owner of the world. This is a well-known fact.
Like the Popes, RTE thinks that for 40 years he is a Messiah who will own
the whole world and rule the world. RTE is a Don Quixote like all false
religious spiritual leaders.
RTE and similar weak souls are ungrateful, selfish, egoistic, jealous, envious
and greedy.
RTE and similar weak spirits worship as if they believe in God and his laws.
In reality, they worship themselves.
Weak souls are pagans who worship themselves.
The god of weak spirits is money, power, rule, seat, and throne.
(2) Why doesn't Recep Tayyip Erdoğan introduce the Doors Idea to
Turkish and World nations ?
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has been expecting me to be a sheep, cattle,
donkey and slave for himself and the government for eight years.
I said to Recep Tayyip Erdoğan "A worker cannot instruct an engineer,
don't talk too much and do what we tell you".
This is the reason for the 8-year delay in Turkey.
Weak souls do not like intelligent people and see themselves as rivals.
For the weak souls, humans are herds of sheep, cattle, donkeys, and mules.
Weak spirits expect people to be cattle and slaves and try to enslave people.
Weak souls believe they know everything but humans know nothing.
In Anatolia, this type of people is called “Yobaz”= "Bigot"= In the West,
Yobaz = "I know everything, you know nothing go to hell".
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is an ignorant person at primary school and high
school level. He is a good worker, but not an engineer.
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God grants weak souls great and high positions. Very poor quality people
fill important positions, such as the kingdom, queenhood, presidency,
ministry, etc. History is full of stories of very poor quality weak souls.
God's purpose here is to introduce weak souls to people and to disgrace
them.
No one knows about the weak souls sitting at work at home, in the cafe
and in the park.
Nothing happens to people falling from a height of 0.5-1 meters. However,
everyone knows what will happen to those who fall from 30-100 meters.
The State is not the seat and the place where personal impulses, dreams
and fantasies can be satisfied.
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan loves to see the Turkish State and Nation as sheep,
cattle and donkeys.
As the Turkish State, we knew very well that Recep Tayyip Erdoğan was a
spiritual Adnan Oktar.
As the Turkish State, we knew very well that Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is the
number one Pimp living in the world. RTE is the master of Pimps.
RTE sells the sons and daughters of the Turkish State to Jewish human
traffickers. RTE cooperates with human and child traffickers.
We were patient. Time justified us.
(3) Why doesn't Recep Tayyip Erdoğan introduce the Doors Idea to
Turkish and World nations ?
RTE's greatest chance is that it is a student of the Turkish State. RTE sees
the success of Muslims in the last 19 years as only its own success. It
ignores the Turkish State, which raised itself.
The Turkish State prepares a thousand RTEs for the Presidency in one hour.
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is a reincarnated Judas Iscariot. Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan is a reincarnated Archer on the Hill (Battle of Uhud 625 A.D).
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is a biblical person who is introduced as The Man of
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Lawlessness, which Christians are very curious about. RTE is the
Antichrist.
Turkish President Abdullah Gül, Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu,
Minister of Treasury and Finance Ali Babacan, Minister of State Bülent
Arınç were beheaded by Sionist CIA in the last ten years and replaced by
their Clones. These remote-controlled biological machines turn 180
degrees and betray their nation. These souls were traitors who sold
Muhammad and Humanity in the War of Uhud 625A.D. There is no time
and place for divine justice.
RTE is the enemy of the Turkish nation, state and Humanity. RTE is one of
the most important puppets of the Rothschilds on earth. The Rothschilds
destroy their rivals and their puppets by enriching them. Getting rich
also causes distractions.
RTE is the Rothschilds' colonial governor in Turkey. RTE sold the
Turkish State and Nation to the Rothschilds in exchange for staying in
power.
RTE is the enemy of Humanity. RTE is a weak soul like Nimrod, Pharaoh and
Abu Jahl. Such spirits cannot be recovered. As the Turkish State, we have
been patient with Recep Tayyip Erdoğan for 8 years. For eight years, our
loss has been enormous.
Donald J Trump has sent multiple messages over the course of two years,
warning the RTE to promote the Doors Idea. (2019-2020).
Vladimir Putin and many country leaders continue to send messages to
RTE for the promotion of Doors.
Everyone has seen how respectful Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is to the Turkish
State, its Nation and Humanity.
RTE is a traitor and an enemy of Humanity. Both word and patience are
up to a point.
According to the Turkish State tradition, Recep Tayyip Erdogan will be
punished by pulling his ears. There are many examples of this type in the
history of the Turkish state.
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Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is not my friend and leader after March 31, 2019.
RTE is my worst enemy. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has chosen to be hostile
to me and will bear the consequences.
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DOORS
THANK
Vladimir PUTIN and Volodymyr ZELENSKY

The Vatican has targeted Russia and Ukraine in order to start the Third
World War and enslave humanity forever. On behalf of humanity, we would
like to thank Dear Presidents Vladimir Putin and Volodymyr Zelensky,
who did not allow the Vatican, Satanist and Zionist powers to start the
Third World War.
Those who insist, "Let's fight, let's fight, we must fight, we have no
choice but to fight, we must definitely go to war" to the heads of state
and their army commanders are the Freemason agents of the Vatican,
Rothschilds and Rockefellers. These freemasons are people who have sold
their states and nations to Zionism for war, 1-5-10-50-100 Million
USD…..etc.
Pakistan-India, India-China, China-Japan, China Taiwan, North Korea-USA,
Turkey-Israel and those who want war in similar tension points are
freemasons who have sold their countries and citizens to Vatican,
Rothschilds and Rockefeller.
It is essential for the World Rulers to be careful and alert to such traps of
Vatican and Zionism.
On behalf of Humanity, we thank the presidents, armies, rulers and
citizens of the world who act with common sense and wisdom.
Heads of state who conveyed their love to the Doors Idea and sent
messages to me: Qatar President Emir Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al
Thani, Prime Minister of Pakistan Mr. Imran Khan, Azerbaijani President
Mr. Ilham Aliyev, President of Iran Mr. Hasan Rohani and Foreign
Minister Mr. Cevat Zarif and Libyan Prime Minister Abdulhamid Dibeybe,
I thank you very much and I wish you success in your state and
political duties.
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NATIONALIZATION
DECLARATION
OF
EXCHANGES
All Exchanges in the world have been Nationalized in the name of
Humanity.
Stock Exchanges and their managers are the greatest thieves on earth.
Stock Exchanges are much bigger thieves than Central Banks on earth.
What good are the stock exchanges like New York, London, Frankfurt,
Tokyo etc. that we see on TVs every day? Have we ever thought?
The thief enters your house, steals your property and goes.
In the stock exchanges, you go to the thieves' houses and you donate your
goods to the thieves.
Because thieves are tired of entering houses and have developed
technologies that are much less risky. These technologies are called
Stock Exchange.
The owners of the world stock exchanges are Vatican, Rothschilds,
Rockefeller Families.
What is the stock market ?
Your bank steals your money and gold.
The stock market steals your deeds.
The Stock Exchange is a Bank where deeds are collected.
People in the class of sheep, cattle and camels think only of themselves.
They are the smartest people in the world. They believe that there are no
intelligent people in the world other than themselves.
A person who invests in the Stock Exchange and the Bank and belongs to
the sheep, cattle and camel classes calculates how much dividend and
interest he/she will earn.
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A person belonging to the Prophet's Ethics (Good Morality) class, how
much money do 8 billion people have in banks? What's going on with
this much money? He/ she thinks.
In Anatolia it is said that "the dog works for the bone, the Patriot for the
state".
In Anatolia, it is said that "even if the camel went to Hejaz for forty years, it
would not be a pilgrim."
Stock markets are thieving gangs and mafias that steal entire factories in a
country.
How does the stock market work ?
For example, you have a 100-decare farm.
This is also your factory. As a farm, you need money.
i) The Exchange offers you to collect 100 USD from the public and pay 02% dividends annually for a lifetime.
This offer is spoken into the farm owner's ear.
The exchange will advertise itself by distributing a 100% dividend for the
first 1-2 months (sometimes 7-15 days) to shareholders who will invest
in your farm.
10 -100 Farmers who hear this news will come to the Stock Exchange in a
hurry.
ii) The Stock Exchange receives 10% of the title deeds from the farmer
against the farmer's 100 USD earnings.
The farmer has had a capital of 98-100 USD per year from nothing.
The Stock Exchange tells the Farmer that his 10% title always belongs to
him, that he can always buy his share, which is worth 10 USD, and he has
no loss. Because the farmer has 98-100 USD.
This is the Broker's lie. Lying and fraud is Jew's greatest capital.
iii) If the farmer purchases 10% of his shares and wants to exit the
Exchange, the Stock Exchange will request 1000 USD from the Farmer.
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Farmer, who starts to work with the Stock Exchange, can never leave the
Exchange.
iv) The farmer grows his business with 98-100 USD. By selling 50% more
shares in total, it becomes a much bigger and more valuable business.
v) If the share rate exceeds 50% according to the Exchange laws, the
Exchange is entitled to manage the Business.
vi) At the end of the game, the farmer becomes a worker in his farm. This
is what the Jews call "return". The aim of the 7000-year-old Vatican Zionist
plans is to take away all people's property and freedom.
After all, Mankind will be Satan's cheap workers and soldiers.
In this game Central Banks are the throne of these plans, and Stock
Exchanges are the crown.
vii) Stock Exchange- Vatican, Rothschilds and Rockefeller become the
owner of that business.
For example, all Japanese brands and title deeds belong to the Vatican,
Rothschilds and Rockefeller. Toyota, Honda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Suzuki,
Yamaha, Komatsu, Kawasaki, Sumitomo, Toshiba, Sony, Hitachi, Sanyo, JVC
etc.
Japan is a herd of 125 million sheep, cattle and camels on earth.
The Japanese state and people do not have a single penny to spend other
than their salaries.
Similar tables are valid for the whole world, especially USA, Europe and
China.
90% of the World Stock Exchanges are owned by the Vatican, Rothschilds
and Rockefeller families. 10% shares are in the hands of people.
The 10% shares held by humans are nothing more than feed poured in
front of sheep, cattle, and camels.
All of the Stock Exchanges in the world have been nationalized in the
name of Humanity. Shares held by sincere and honest people will be
paid for their value.
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All stock markets in the world will be closed and abolished.
The shares stolen by the Vatican, Rothschilds and Rockefeller from the
people will be returned to their owners.
We call the period when Humanity gained economic independence as
"Complete Independence".
In the period of "Complete Independence" of Humanity (Reset, Gesara,
Nesara, Event…) sincere and honest people will not have the slightest
economic loss.
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BITCOIN and CRYPTOCURRIENCIES
Do not invest in any cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency is a Vatican,
Rothschilds, and Rockefeller scam.
Crypto money is the project of seizing 90% of the money that humanity has
accumulated in banks in the last 100 years. Those who buy cryptocurrency
will lose 90 percent of their money and wealth.
What do you earn when you invest in crypto money? What do you get?
Such a trade in Anatolia is called "selling drum dust, minaret shadow,
buying drum dust and minaret shadow".
People should stay away from all cryptocurrency markets and fraudsters
such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Namecoin, etc. The biggest capital of
fraud markets is that people are very prone to sheep herd psychology.
On April 20, 2021, a cryptocurrency fraudster collected USD 2.0 billion
from 391 thousand people in Turkey and fled to Europe. Of course all of
these 391 thousand people belong to the sheep, cattle and camel class.
Similar dangers apply to all countries of the world. It is the Vatican and
Masons who give this mind to these people. The money is collected in the
Vatican as usual. This is the meaning of the sentence "All roads lead to
Rome". All the money, gold, silver, copper, platinum, etc. in the world are
collected in Rome. There is an underground city, 30km below the Vatican,
larger than New York City.
David Rockefeller is the dominant owner of crypto money and markets.
The Vatican, Zionism, Judaism, and Jews are best described in David
Rockefeller's words.
Here is the life lesson and advice David Rockefeller gave to the masons
and his students.
"The best money is made when people's blood flows in the streets".
David Rockefeller
"The best justice is achieved when Jews are beheaded in the streets."
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
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WORLD BELIEF SYSTEMS
CHRISTIANTY and ISLAM
Religions are universally the largest sociological structures. There is no
greater sociological structure in the universe than religions, including
science. Science may not be in every home. But religion enters every
home and heart.
Religion is God's greatest message in the universe.
Christianity and Islam, which are true religions, fill the shortcomings of
other religions and correct their mistakes. The 7000-year-old End Times
that is happening on planet earth today is the most valuable period in the
history of the universe.
As of the 21st century, there are 21 dominant religions in the world.
Numerous sects belonging to these religions are also active.
In order to understand the planet Earth in the 21st century: What would
the state of Humanity be if Christianity and Islamic religions were not
on earth ? It would be the best approach to ask.
7000 years of human history is the sociological, economic, political, cultural,
military, chaos and consequently an eternal slavery program prepared by
Satan.
This program of chaos and slavery is universal.
The entire universe is threatened by exploitation, destruction, and
enslavement by the technologically superior races.
Planet Earth and Humanity have successfully destroyed Satan's 7000year-old order of exploitation, destruction and enslavement.
What is the secret of this success?
The secret to this success is galactic aid, support, churches and
mosques.
The secret of this success is the guidance and leadership of Christian and
Muslim Scholars to Humanity.
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The ability of every race in the universe to destroy the exploitation,
destruction and slavery of the evil races depends on their understanding
of Christianity and Islam. The liberation of humanity from exploitation,
destruction and slavery is the liberation of the entire universe from
slavery.
What are the solutions offered by other religions other than Christianity
and Islam for the salvation of humanity?
Religions other than Christianity and Islam have no positive offer to
humanity other than slavery and submission to the Satan.
What is a Christian ? What is a Muslim ?
Christian and Muslim literally means teacher and engineer.
Christians and Muslims are people who work as teachers and engineers by
taking God's books, prophets and teachings as a guide and reference.
Christian, Muslim teachers and engineers are people who reject the
teachings of the Devil as follows. 1x1 = 11, 2x2 = 22, 3x3 = 33, 4x4 = 44, 5x5
= 55….
The religion that God proposes to humans and galactic races is like
mathematics.
The measure of Christian, Muslim teachers and engineers is God's
books, prophets and their teachings.
Christian, Muslim teachers and engineers measure the past, present and
future with the religious art of God and are never wrong.
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TUBA TREE

Why did the prophets work as shepherds?
One of the professions of prophets is being a shepherd.
Prophethood is also the art of "I tell you my daughter, you understand,
my bride."
Shepherds own and protect three types of animals.
1. Sheep, Ram, Goats and similar: Sheep class
2. Cow, Ox, Bull, Deer, Bison, Lama and the like: Cattle Class
3. Camel, elephant and the like: Camel Class
Humanity is divided into four classes in terms of its capacity to
understand God and the truth of creation.
The feature of these classes is to believe in only one God, who created the
universe out of nothing.
These classes represent goodness and are positive.
1. (0.25) Sheep Class: Has knowledge at primary school level.
2. (0.50) Cattle Class: Has knowledge of middle school and high school level.
3. (0.75) Camel Class: Has knowledge at university, master and doctorate
level.
4. (1.0) Class of Prophets' Ethics (Good Morality): the owner of divine
wisdom and knowledge
Humanity is divided into four classes in terms of its capacity not to
understand God and the truth of creation.
The feature of these classes is not to believe in only one God, who created
the universe from nothing.
These classes represent evil and are negative.
1. (- 0.25) Sheep Class: Has an ignorance at the primary school level.
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2. (- 0.50) Cattle Class: Has an ignorance at the secondary school or high
school level.
3. (- 0.75) Camel Class: He has an ignorance at the university, master, and
doctorate level.
4. (- 1.0) Devil's Morality (Bad Morality) Class: He is the owner of theft,
murder, destruction, slavery and evil sciences.
If we arrange this table on Cartesian Plane with 0-1 unit interval -1.0 0.75 -0.5 -0.25 (0) 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0, the resulting graphic is the Tuba Tree.
The X coordinate is time (t), the Y coordinate is the 0-1 unit interval.
The Tuba Tree is a chart showing humans and galactic races, soul grade
and spiritual class to which they are included.
The Tuba Tree is a spiritual map showing where humans and galactic
beings are located. Everyone can easily find their place on this chart.
The sheep, cattle and camel classes are briefly referred to as the sheep
and cattle classes.
In God's eyes, positive sheep, cattle and camel classes are no different
from negative sheep, cattle and camels.
These classes are born, they go to school, work, market, hospital, match and
vacation, they watch television from morning to evening. They marry, grow
old and die.
Classes of sheep, cattle and camels do not work with Noah in shipbuilding.
They refuse to board Noah's Ark.
Spirits who worship God and take responsibility for the development and
growth of God's religion are promoted to the class of Prophets and Good
Morals.
Spirits that do not believe in God, do not take responsibility, imply and
claim that they are God, fall into the pit of the Devil's Morality (Bad
Morality)
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EVERY YOUNG GIRL AND FREEMASON
SHOULD READ
THE DOORS IDEA
Jews are prostitutes of Satan. Freemasons are prostitutes of Jews.
Freemasons are people who know everything but do not know what
Freemasonry is.
Masonic lodges, buildings, halls, gardens on earth are Jewish brothels.
In these places, not only the human body but also the soul, honor and
chieftain are bought and sold.
JEW=Freemason= Bülent ERSOY=LGBT
LGBT=Kerimcan DURMAZ= I’ll teach you how to be a bitch
Kerimcan DURMAZ=Kemal KILIÇDAROĞLU= I’ll teach you how to be a
bitch
Who is Satan ? What is Satan ?
Satan is biggest Pimm. Satan is biggest Pimm who sells Humans.
Satan is biggest Pimm who sells Humans and Galactic Races. ( Races : is in
the meaning of Galactic Sipiritual Beings ).
Satan is biggest thief, killer and destroyer.
Satan who tries to enslave humans, races and souls forever.
There are two kinds of Satan in God’s creation and laws.
1. Satan is a total evil spiritual program in soul which directs, drifts humans
and races into bad moral, wrong behavior and sins.
2. Satan is a Human or a Race who carries no Good Moral in his or her soul.
Every human and a Galactic Beings is half angel and half Satan.
Satan claims to knows eveything. To feel know everything easily traps
Souls to declare themselves as God and to be owner everything.
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Satans are proud of themselves to know everything.
To know everything other than -God- is to know nothing.
One who claims and acts as to know everything other than -God- is called
“Abu Jahl” which means “Father of Ignorants”.
The end of Abu Jahls is very clear in God's Laws.
Satan and their every corporations have pyramidal management
structures like Freemasonry. In Freemasonry, the last one carries the
previous one on his back. There is no equality in Satanism and
Freemasonry. In Satanism and Freemasonry, the most equal are those at
the top.
All human beings and galactic beings are equal in God's laws. This law is
called “Sırat-ı Müstakim” and it means the straight path. In the laws of
God, no one carries each other on his back.
Masons are people who sell their nation and state to the Vatican, Satan and
Zionism.
Judaism and Freemasonry is a contract of theft and the division of theft
property. Earth and similar planets in the universe are very rich and very
large. Every street and corner of the world can only be reached by
organizations such as Judaism and Freemasonry. Everyone will do their
duty and get their rights from the wealth stolen from innocent people.
Freemasons are people who sell themselves and their souls to the Vatican,
Rothschilds, and Rockefellers in order to have great offices.
The aims of the masons from this sale are to seize the kingdom, queenhood,
principality, princessship, president, prime minister, minister, deputy, chief
of staff, governor, mayor, association, foundation, trade union, banks,
chambers of industry and commerce, etc.
Masons are like white stones in rice. They are never visible. But they
always break a lot of teeth, hearts and heads.
Jews are the bosses of all masons on earth. The 5-year-old Jew is more
senior than an 85-year-old Mason and is his boss.
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Freemasonry is 33 degrees and is like 33 stair steps.
The degree of Masons depends on their being dishonest, traitor, mean,
evil, thief and murderer. As the Masons are dishonest, treacherous, evil,
thief and murderer, their rank rises. In other words, the degrees of
masons rise with ignorance and stupidity.
33 stair steps are approximately 7 meters high. The living area that Vatican
and Satan recognized as height and width in life to Jews and Masons is at
most 7 meters. This distance is the same as the distance and right to life
that the owner has given a poodle.
Not everyone can be a Mason. Freemasonry is an organization open to the
well-educated people of the nations and their senior families.
Freemasonry's purpose is not to make masons rich and distinguished.
On the contrary, it means discovering open-minded, well-educated and
high-level families before themselves, taking control and confining them to
a volume of 7 cubic meters.
The Vatican, Rothschilds, and Rockefeller know that if they cannot identify
well-educated people and high-level families in time and make poodle, they
will become huge competitors to them and their organization in the
future.
The highest Freemasonry degree a US president can emerge from is 28th
degree. Adnan Oktar became a 33rd degree mason in a year. Because he is
a very good pimp.
Judaism and Freemasonry are slavery. Money, gold, silver, property, highranking officials, etc., are heroin and cocaine that the Vatican and Satan
drugged Jews and Masons.
There is no equality, freedom and independence in the order of the
Vatican and Satan.
The simplest algebra rule says that to find the unknown (truth) requires
as many equations as the number of unknowns. If there are four unknowns
as X, V, Y, Z you need at least four equations. In three or less equations you
will not find the unknowns and the truth.
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Satanism is a large number of unknown and few equations.
The Vatican and Satanism are an evil system doomed to not know and to
perish in insolvency.
The fate of the Jews and Masons is the same as the fate of the Vatican and
Satan.
This destiny is to go to the bottom of hell like Pharaoh, to be a disgrace
and a museum item forever.
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DOORS
INVITE
IRAN TO BECOME A MUSLIM COUNTRY

Iran is not a Muslim country. The Shia Iranian people are not a Muslim
people.
Doors invite Iran to be a Muslim country and the Shiite Iranian people to
be a Muslim people.
Shia is a Jewish religion. Shia is the Judaized religion of Islam.
According to Shia, Islam 1x1 = 11, 2x2 = 22, 3x3 = 33, 4x4 = 44, 5x5 = 55….
is a form of religion. Buildings and bridges built in this way will definitely
collapse one day. There is no addition, subtraction and division in Iranian
Shia mathematics. It is only through multiplication that only that much
distance is taken in life.
The problems that the Iranian State and its nation have experienced as of
2021 are the result of this type of mathematics.
Shia is a Vatican religion. Iran has been a slave and free soldier of the
Vatican and Jews for 1000 years.
Islam is the worst enemy of the Vatican and imperialism on earth. The
Vatican wages a civil war by dividing its enemy into two and makes a nation
enemies.
Vatican makes its enemies fight their enemies. Iran has not fired a single
arrow and bullet at the Vatican, Zionism and Jews in its last
millennium history. Iran has no war with imperialism in its history.
Iran is a country that only fights and kills Muslims. Iran has always been
the free soldier and army of the Vatican in the liberation war that humanity
has waged against imperialism for the last thousand years. Iran looks like
an enemy to Humanity.
The aim of Iran is to conquer the religion of Islam with the Shia
philosophy and to become the leader of Islam. The purpose of the Vatican
is to make Iran the leader of the religion of Islam. Iranian Shia philosophy is
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an understanding that ignores the basic principles of Islam such as
Omer, Osman, Abu Bakr and Ayse.
Iran's aim is to conquer the Middle East first and then the entire Islamic
world with the Shia philosophy. This is not a serious state policy but a
cheap dream.
The Vatican and Israel are killing Muslims in all Islamic geography,
especially in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Yemen, using Iran.
The photographs given by Pope Francis, who visited Iraq for the first
time in history, together with Iraqi Shiite leader Ayatollah Sistanî,
describe very well who the real owner of Iran is.
In these photos, Pope Francis told Ayatollah Sistani, "We paid you a lot of
money, why don't you kill more Muslims, Christians and innocent people "?
he asks for an answer.
Shia can find 10-% 80% supporters in every Islamic country. The distance
that Shia can take and travel within Islam for a thousand years is not
more than 10%. Iran Shia philosophy can find a place for itself in every
Islamic country with different names. Iran Shia philosophy has found a
ground in Turkey called Alevism and Bektashism.
Alevism and Bektashism are not Islam. Alevism and Bektashism do not
belong to Islam.
Alevis and Bektashis are not Muslims. It is a political discourse to say
that Alevis and Bektashis are Muslim. Political discourses have no
meaning or value in the word of God.
The qibla of Alevi and Bektashism is not the Kaaba but Vatican. Alevis and
Bektashis are the soldiers of the Jewish army that the Vatican has recruited
from Islam.
All the Shia members in the world, whether they know it or not, are citizens
of the Vatican and Israel. They are also the soldiers of the Israeli army
who died and killed for free. All of the leaders of the Shiite organizations
that Iran supports on earth are Vatican, Zionist CIA, Rothschilds,
Rockerfeller, Israel Mossad Agents and Freemasons.
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Iranian Spiritual leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei is a Jew and a Vatican,
Zionist CIA, Israeli Mossad agent.
Like Jewish Presidents Süleyman Demirel and Ahmet Necdet Sezer in
Turkey, Iranian spiritual leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei is also a Jew,
Vatican, Zionist CIA and Israeli Mossad agent.
Hasan Nasrallah, the leader of the Lebanese Hezbollah, is a Jew. And he is
an agent for the Vatican, the Zionist CIA, and the Israeli Mossad.
The Iranian Revolutionary Guards army is a Vatican, Zionist CIA,
Rothschilds, Rockefeller and Israeli Mossad army. The task of the Iranian
Revolutionary Guards is not to protect Iran, but to permanently enslave
it.
Iran is not a Republic but a theocratic dictatorship. The theocratic
dictatorial regime of Iran will soon collapse and fall.
The Iranian army is also an Armenian army like in Syria. The people of Iran
should be very careful about the crypto Armenians who are coiled into the
Iranian army. Armenians are the second largest terrorist nation on
earth, after the Jews. If there were no Jews on earth, Armenians would
have taken their places.
Regime change in Iran will take place in a democratic way. The Iranian State
and its people will never give an opportunity to the Vatican and
Zionism, who dream of a civil war in Iran.
As the Republic of Turkey and Doors Idea, we declare that we will always
stand by the friendly and Muslim Iranian people in their democratic
struggle.
As the Republic of Turkey and Doors Idea, we declare to the world that we
will not allow any civil war and terror destruction projects that the Vatican,
Zionist CIA, Rothschilds, Rockerfeller, Mossad and the Israeli army have
dreamed of against the Iranian State and its people.
I would like to thank Iran's President Hasan Rouhani and Foreign
Minister Cevat Zarif, who sent me messages and conveyed their love to
the Doors Idea and I wish them success in their political life.
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CREATION
(4)
God created the universe. Who created God ? This question is a Jewish
project designed to keep people away from religion.
The brains of humans and races are not programmed to understand
what, who and how God is. It is an empty pursuit for people and races to try
to understand what kind of being God is.
Understanding that God exists and is one is an axiom. Mathematics is based
on axioms. Axiomas are unquestionably the simplest propositions. A = A,
something is the same as itself. There is no logic in denial and rejection
of axiomas that are built upon benefiting from the blessings of
mathematics.
It is the beginning of the road to accept that God is One, Unique, and a
power and creator that does not need anyone. Starting to walk is half
the way to finish.
God is a force that creates trillions of universes in a pinhole.
We and all of the races in the universe live in just one of the trillions of
universes that exist in a pinhole. All of God's laws that are valid in this
universe are also valid in other universes.
There is no concept of time, space and size for God's laws. The universes
that exist outside of us are called parallel universes. All the universes we
know and do not know revolve on God's laws, 4 books, prophets and
their teachings.
Cosmos are all existing universes.
Every human and galactic race is a part of God. The purpose of these
pieces is to return to the source, God. It is possible for souls to turn to
God by possessing all the attributes of God. The soul grade of those who
succeeded in returning to God and being one is (+1). This degree is the rank
of prophets and those who follow their way. The human and galactic soul
that reaches this degree has the right to organize and live the life they want.
This applies indefinitely to those who qualify.
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A universe is built on 12 technological levels. 12th level is the highest
technological level. 12 families rule the universe.
The reason why the number 12 is frequently mentioned and indicated in
the book of God and in the teachings of the prophets is to draw attention to
this fact.
In the universe, the bads destroy and the good fixes. This structure is
necessary for the balance of good and evil.
One of the biggest fundamental mistakes of people is that they believe that
they will have a perfect life after death. This belief is briefly “I lived in
hell in this world, I will go to heaven when I die”. No. You will go back to
where you came from and continue life where you left off. A hadith
expresses this fact as follows. "How you live, you die, how you die, you
will be resurrected".
Life is like a city bus and metro ride for weak souls. No red or green
carpets are laid in front of anyone getting off the city bus or subway.
God is Rahman. Rahman is a mother's love and affection for her baby. God
loves every human and galactic beings he has created much more than a
mother. God is Rahim. Rahim, is like a mother lion protecting her cub.
If you kill a human and a galactic beings for no reason, a horde of lions
surround you and it is impossible to get out of this circle.
God created all galactic beings in the universe from a parent like Adam
and Eve.
Galactic beings in the universe are the offspring of a powerful father like
Adam and a beautiful mother like Eve.
The universe is built on goodness and beauty. The cruelty and enslavement
ambition that exists in the universe is the result of underestimating and
ignoring the existence of God.
If you say that “God is One”, There is no god but Him, and God says "My
servant is One, I exist for Him/Her".
The greatest wealth for human beings and galactic beings is to know that
God is a servant and a part of it.
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The real power and strength for human beings and galactic beings is to
know that God is a servant and part of it.
Zionism and Freemasonry offer people 7 cubic meters of living space. On
the other hand, God offers people and galactic beings who believe in him, to
have the leadership and property of all universes we know and do not
know.
The spirit of human and galactic beings has 4 basic characters.
Good-Good, Good-Bad, Bad-Good and Bad-Bad.
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan was a person of Good-Bad class. It took time to
prove this process. This is the main reason for the delay in Turkey.
Life is an invitation to be in the Good-Good class.
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My Dear One’s
Do not be upset because of the delay in Turkey. Do not worry about
myself. Everything is very good and fine in Turkey.
Every square centimeter of Turkey is under the control of the Turkish
state and me. The Turkish State has the power to kill 200,000 Zionists,
Jews and Freemasons who have been coiled in Anatolia for centuries in an
hour.
We have been waiting these days for centuries. We have been preparing
for these days for a full century. These days are holidays and weddings
for us.
Walking timbers like RTE have no power or chance against the Turkish
State and myself. If we want, we can destroy all of these and similar persons
within half an hour. RTE is isolated and controlled by the Turkish state.
RTE's presidency has been de facto terminated.
It is in the position of a flower pot in Ankara.
As of April 2021, the President of Turkey is Mr. Binali Yıldırım.
As of May and June 2021, the Turkish state will begin to pull the ears of
Zionists, Jews and Masons.
Do not miss the ear pulling shows in Turkey.

My Precious One’s
As you have witnessed for the last 2.5 years, we have shared with you all
the information, documents, regulations and laws necessary for the
freedom of humanity and a fully independent world economy.
Mankind has won the material and spiritual war that it has fought for
freedom and a fully independent world economy.
From this point on, our task will be to announce and herald this victory
to the people.
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My Precious One’s
After this date, I will be here with you as the presidential candidate of
Turkey. We all know very well that the FHP I founded - Interest is Haram
Party - will be a worldwide political movement.
The first thing I will do as Halil Coşkun Beyoğlu and FHP is to have Mr.
Donald J Trump return to his presidency, which he won with 75%.
This duty is not only mine but all responsible people. I am also one of these
people.
Mr. Donald Trump will most likely have returned to his Presidency by
June 15, 2021.
My Precious One’s
Halil Coşkun Beyoğlu -Interest is Haram Party-FHP political movement is
a great news for world politics. Let's discuss and share the name of Halil
Coşkun Beyoğlu-Interest is Haram Party, the political mobilization in
Turkey, the Doors-News idea in all of our internet and social media
accounts.
You can use my name in your social media accounts as Halil Coşkun
Beyoğlu without hesitation.
You can show Doors-News and my websites as source and reference in
your internet and social media accounts.
My Dear One’s
In the last few years, I have received news that in-depth research has been
done to find +18 videos and photos about me. I would like to help people
who do this type of research about me, as well as everyone else.
I have 3 +18 videos that I uploaded on the internet on 22.10.2020 and
one +18 photo on my website. You can share these videos and photos with
anyone you want.
My websites and Doors-News Intellectuals are all about mind and
intelligence. It is not open to everyone. I am very sorry that I will not help
you in this matter.
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I would like to thank everyone who watched the +18 videos on my website
and followed my love story and fantasy texts.

My Dear One’s
Let's make a big noise. Let FHP and Halil Coşkun Beyoğlu announce the
candidacy for the Presidency of Turkey to the whole world.
Let's bring back our money and property stolen from us in the last two
centuries.
Let us support Mr. Donald J Trump's return to the White House and his
post as President.

This Heart loves you very much
See you soon
God bless you all
With my love and respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
15.5.2021
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DOORS
INVITES
PRESIDENT RECEP TAYYIP ERDOĞAN
TO BE RESPECTFUL TO THE TURKISH NATION AND HUMANITY
AND
TO ANNOUNCE THE DOORS IDEA.
Dear President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN
As you know, Doors Idea was distributed as a report to all state
institutions, including yourself, following the June 1, 2013 Gezi Events.
The Doors Idea was received with great interest in all units of our state.
It was our common belief that at least a 5-year examination period was
needed in order to fully understand the Doors, which is a very powerful
Intellectual, and to eliminate the worries, fears and question marks in the
hearts.
At the end of 2018, it has been accepted in all units of our state that the
Doors are an Idea for the good of not only the Turkish Nation but all
Humanity.
In accordance with Turkish state manners, it was deemed appropriate to
declare the Doors Idea to the Turkish Nation and the World by Yourself.
In the past 3 years, there has been no progress in the introduction of the
Doors Idea to the Turkish Nation and Humanity.
Doors are an idea that is followed hour by hour, minute by minute by 2
billion people around the world.
Our followers are seeking to understand the true nature of the event and
it was very curious to why this delay in Turkey.

Dear President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN
As you know, in the Turkish state tradition, the duty of the Turkish head
of state falls if one of the three conditions is met.
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Head of State :

i) Leaving the religion of Islam;
ii) Loss of mental health;
iii) High treason

It is the common opinion of all Turkish State Officials that you have a
lot of these three states as of 18.04.2021.

Dear President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN
As the Supreme Turkish Nation and Humanity
We do not accept your mentality :

i) To Koç Holding and Tüsiad Terrorists who have smuggled 650 Billion
USD abroad in the last 10 years (2010-2020) :
Do not make any accusations, do not sue
ii) The Anti-Interest Economy, which erased the interest rate, Zionist
Central Banks including the FED and Banking systems from the earth :
Those who do not understand, cannot explain to the Turkish Nation and
Humanity
iii) Light and Water Games in Mosques; To the Turkish Nation, the Islamic
World and Humanity :
Non-introducing, non-promoting
iv) Despite our warnings hundreds and thousands of times between 2013
and 2019, in the 2019 local elections, 9 metropolitan cities, especially
Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir, Adana and Antalya, filled with freemasons and
lost them to the Bullshit Alliance;
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v) Putting the 2023 Presidential and General Elections at great risk on
behalf of Muslims,
vi) Despite our power to win every election with 90-95% of votes
between 2013 and 2019, our President, who fooled the AK Party staff,
executives and 11 million members.

Our President, Our Leader Mr. Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN

i) We invite you....
ii) To understand that the seat you are sitting in is not the property of
your father.
iii) To stop carrying water to the mill of Zionism, Jews and Tüsiad,
especially Koç Holding.
iv) Not being silent in the face of injustices, playing 3 monkeys, not being a
mute devil.
v) Be a Muslim and live like a Muslim.

Dear President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN
A President with Down Syndrome and AK Party Leadership
do not suit you at all.
I kindly submit to your interests and information.
With my love and respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
20.4.2021
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WE THANK TO OUR MINISTERS AND DEPUTIES
WHO
RESIGNED FROM THE AK PARTY
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE MINISTERS AND DEPUTIES
WHO
WILL RESIGN FROM THE AK PARTY
As the Turkish Nation and Humanity, we would like to express our
heartfelt gratitude to our Conscientious Executives who took
responsibility in this period in which we live in troubled and painful times,
which are rare in history.
We would like to thank our brothers and sisters
who resigned by protesting
President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN , Koç Holding and Tüsiad
Our Minister of Treasury and Finance, Mr. Berat ALBAYRAK
Anadolu Agency General Manager, Mr. Şenol KAZANCI
Hagia Sophia Mosque Imam, Prof.Dr. Mehmet BOYNUKALIN
Minister of Economy, Mrs. Ruhsar PEKCAN
Minister of Family and Social Services, Mrs.Zehra Zümrüt SELÇUK

i) Remaining silent and unresponsive to the Koç Holding and Tüsiad
Terrorists who have smuggled 650 Billion USD abroad in the last 10
years (2010-2020) :
ii) Those who do not establish the Anti-Interest Economy, which erases
the interest, the Zionist Central Banks and Banking systems, including the
FED, from the earth :
iii) Those who do not mind and refuse to introduce Light and Water
Games in Mosques to the Turkish Nation, Islamic World and Humanity :
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We have learned with great pleasure that as of 20.4.2021,
many Ministers and Members of Parliament from the AK Party are in
the resignation phase
in order to protest President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN.

On behalf of all Humanity, we salute our believing brothers and sisters who
advocate the hadith and instruction, “One who is silent in the face of
injustice is a mute devil”.
I ask my Almighty Lord for our work and prayers to be beneficial.

With my Love and respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
22.4.2021
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My Dear One’s

As you have observed, the big picture is completed with great speed. We
place the last pieces of the puzzle one by one.
This process is necessary for the facts to be fully understood.
I know you are very tired, in great pain and bored. There are many
questions you want to ask. How, when, what is happening, how long will
we wait ?
There were no cameras, microphones, and videos in the 7000-year history
of prophets. We all read this magnificent history from the Bible and
history books.
Today, we are all living witnesses of the events described in the Bible and
the Qur'an.
We thank our Lord who brought us together with these great blessings.
Intellectual work is fun for road builders, long and boring for travelers.

My Dear One’s
As you know, I haven't had the chance to chat and talk with you today.
I want to have my first conversation with you, even in writing.
Let Love be the subject of our first conversation. Say what ?
Then Let’s go
What is Love?
3. Love is embracing the Himalayan mountains and taking them home.
2. Love is money. Does not like to be spent.
1. Love is Light. It starts with red and ends with purple.
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My Dear One’s
For me, Love, is You.
This heart loves and misses you all.
God bless you all.
With my Love and respect

Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
22.4.2021
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DOORS
INVITE UKRAINE and RUSSIA
TO THE PEACE TABLE
Dear President Volodymyr ZELENSKY

As humans, our biggest mistake is not to check and look for third parties
before wars.
Almost every war on our planet throughout history has been scripted by
an invisible enemy. Humans have been victims and losers of all their
wars with each other. The war machine is a very powerful money
machine for the third party.
Our states, governments and peoples are ruled by beings who live in the
human body but are not human. Most of our closest friends working in the
government are not human beings, but biological robots that work for
the Vatican in the human body.
Money is a universal value. Humans are traded in the sheep and cattle
class on our planet Earth.
Battlefields are marketplaces where Satan can make money.
This is a very brief summary of why Ukraine and Russia are on the brink
of a major war in 2021.
According to the New World Order, a Third World War like the First
World War and the Second World War must be started and ended.
Our planet is ruled by Nazis, especially controlled and directed by the
black-robed Vatican Rabbis. The Vatican always has at least 200,000
Nazis available in each country. (For a population of 50 million)
Adolf Hitler(s) and his mentality did not die. Like many armies in the
world Ukraine Army is a Nazi controlled and owned army.
People should know that war is our worst enemy.
The first person to say "Yes" to a possible war between humans is the
first to lose.
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The 2021 Ukraine and Russia war will be another Nazi and Russian
war, just like the Second World War.
Of course the Vatican is not on the world stage as the Vatican. The
Vatican walks and lives in masks such as NATO, UN, IMF, World Bank,
WHO, Red Cross, European Union, USA, and recently China.
Starting World War III in the Middle East was one of the credible plans of
the Nazis-NATO between 2000 and 2020.
Vatican City (NATO) has made very strong plans to launch the 3rd World
War, Turkey with war with Russia. On November 24, 2015, the Turkish
Air Force shot down a Russian Su-24 jet on the Syrian border for almost
no reason. For a few days tension escalated and relations reached the
breaking point.
Turkish Government made a deep research and realized that was not a
Turkish Air Force decision. To shot Russian Jets for fake reasons and start
third world war was a NATO operation. The soldiers who shut the Su-24
were Vatican-NATO agents traitors in Turkish Army Uniforms.
The Turkish government apologized to Russia for this heartbreaking
incident. Then, as everyone observed a very strong relationship was
established between Russia and Turkey.
The First World War, World War II, the Vietnam Wars, and most of the wars
began with fake scripts written by the Vatican and Nazis.
A war between Russia and Ukraine will be ignited by the spark of the
Nazis and Ukrainian masked Vatican agents in the Ukrainian army.
This is a basic classic Vatican-Nazi principle for starting wars between
people.
Every country has to be very careful about the invisible Vatican Nazi
armies that have been placed in their own armies with centuries-old
plans.
Dear President Volodymyr ZELENSKY
The Ukrainian Army is not a national Army and is not led by Ukrainians.
The Ukrainian Army is a Nazi controlled army.
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We have a great history hidden from all of us as humanity. This history is
not a movie, science fiction, or a joke; it is the truth itself.
Russia is the first country in the world to break the evil Vatican-Nazi
invasion. A great deal of research and wisdom is needed to break Nazi
invasions in a country in the 1990s and early 2000s.
Vladimir Putin and his administration know everything about the secret
history of humanity and our planet.
Vladimir Putin and his administration established a state policy to
cleanse and destroy all satanic, evil and Nazi forces in Russia and its
neighbors. This policy is a true and correct state policy.
To remain silent towards the occupation of countries such as Crimea,
Ukraine, Georgia, Belarus, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania etc by Vatican and
Nazis means to approve the invasion of Russia.
Most countries and governments do not know anything about the reality
of the deep state or cooperate with them in secret..
The policies of Vladimir Putin's administration and state are not to invade
neighboring countries, but to inform and awaken them. If it fails and is
impossible to awaken neighboring peoples and governments, it is natural
that military solutions will become necessary.
If someone is a source of great problems, they cannot be a source of
solutions and happiness for humanity.
Government policies need to be based on correct mathematical and
engineering principles. Every country and government should carefully
study the hidden history of Humans and the realities of our planet.
In 2021, there are 3 countries in the world that destroyed the 7000year-old Vatican Rabbis curse and the New World Order enslavement
mentality.
These are Russia, Turkey and the United States. These three countries
have begun working as one Nation for the freedom of Humanity.
We believe this seed collaboration will take place worldwide.
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Dear President Volodymyr ZELENSKY
Ukraine has not been a free country for centuries. Ukraine and
Ukrainians are slaves of the Vatican, like many states and people around
the world. The Ukrainian people and army are free soldiers of the
Vatican ready to die for nothing like the German people in the First and
Second World Wars.
Dear President Volodymyr ZELENSKY
Do not trust NATO. NATO is the world's largest military terrorist
organization that invades and enslaves nations with lies of defense.
Do not trust the European Union. The European Union is the world's
largest political terrorist organization that invades and enslaves nations
with political lies.
Do not accept NATO generals in your country, government and army.
NATO Generals are Humanity's greatest fools, marching timber and wood.
Do not accept any political cooperation and military warfare material
assistance from Joe BIDEN(s) and his administration.
As Sons and Daughters of Adam and Eve, we invite our Ukrainian
brothers and sisters to the peace table to discuss everything with
Vladimir Putin and his administration.
This Heart loves you all very much.
God bless you all
See you soon in Ankara
With my love and respect
6.4.2021
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
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My Dear One’s

As you all know, the 7000-year-old Satanic, Zionist Interest and Central
Banks slavery mentality has been demolished, destroyed and ruined
globally in 2020.
Second step is :
i) As humans, we are closing our accounts in all evil and Zionist banks
around the world.
ii) We collect all our bank accounts, money and power in our National
Banks.

You are invited
to our interest-free and national banking campaign
that we started
around the world.

Turkey has a powerfull National Banking System which is controlled and
run by Turkish Republican State and Government especially after 2002.
Halkbank, Ziraat, Vakıfbank, Emlakbank ... is managed by the sons and
daughters of Adam and Eve.
The Republic of Turkey is a state free from evil forces. In recent years, all
secret zionist and evil forces that have settled in our state have been
destroyed and purged by the Turkish Nation.
The transition into a total interest free National Banking System will be
very easy in Turkey.
Countries that do not have an adequate National Banking System will be
very successful in establishing their National Banking Systems in a very
short time.
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Turkish National Banks will be the pioneer and catalyst for the transition
to interest-free and national banking systems globally in the spring and
summer seasons of 2021.
Turkish National Banks will invite millions of customers to their own
banks. During this invitation process, our national banks will direct people
to Doors Information to persuade people.
These efforts will greatly accelerate the recognition of DOORS at home and
abroad.

My Dear One’s
The clock works healthily and vigorously on behalf of the Sons and
Daughters of Adam and Eve.
As you all feel deeply, the bell is about to ring for all of us.
This Heart loves you and misses you so so so much.
God bless you all
With my Love and Respect
6.4.2021
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
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DOORS
WILL NOT ALLOW
JOE BIDEN(s)
FOR
THE U.S. PRESIDENCY
(3)
U.S. PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY OF JOE BIDEN(s)
IS ILLEGAL AND VOID.
THE NOVEMBER 3, 2020 ELECTIONS
WERE CANCELED
BY
DOORS.
NOVEMBER 3 2020 ELECTIONS
WILL BE REPEAT.
(3)

Doors will not allow Joe BIDEN for the U.S. Presidency
Why ?
***** Joe BIDEN is the second most famous Pimp in the world.
The US constitution does not say that the US presidential candidate must
be one of the most famous Pimps in the world.
US citizens can find unlimited evidence on social media about the second
most famous Pimp in the world.
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Dear President Donald J TRUMP
You are the Moses of this time.
The Great American People are your children of Israel.
God's people and the 8 billion people on earth are your Red Sea.
Every constitution in the world is written by Rabbis in the Vatican. Every
constitution in the world is demonic legal slavery texts arranged
according to Zionist laws.
The first condition of enslaving a country and nation is to dictate a
Zionist and satanist constitution to that nation. This is what has been done
in the history of constitutions.
A constitution that secretly advocates slavery would make things easier on
the road to slavery.
The American constitution is a slavery plan and map prepared in the
Vatican.
The High Courts are small Vatican City found in every country in the
world. All presidents and members of the High Courts are high ranking
Rabbis.
Like many institutions and organizations, Supreme Courts are the largest
secret terrorist organizations in a country.
These institutions are the legal masked mafia designed to overthrow
democratic governments in a country without causing conflicts or coups.
God's People are the greatest teachers in the Universe(s).
It is not for anyone in the universe to teach law, justice and constitution to
human beings.
The constitution of man is the word, books, prophets and teachings of
God.
We measure every constitution, law and word by the word of God.
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We tear all kinds of Zionist arrangements that do not conform to the
word of God.
Vatican constitutions say that heads of state must change every four years.
How many times have the owners of Central Banks changed in the last
250 years ?
Law is not justice.
Law is written and lined documents required for justice. Just as the law can
provide one hundred percent justice, it can kill one hundred percent.
Justice is the foundation of the State in the laws of God.
Dear President Donald J TRUMP
The oath to be held on January 20 has no constitutional validity.
Joe Biden(s) will go as they come.
Joe Biden(s) is a biological garbage dump.
The place of the garbage is clear.
You are the winner of the 3 November 2020 election. You are the legal
President of the USA.
Don't bind yourself to the evil sentences the Vatican makes in the US
constitution. There is no law that terrorists cannot leave the White House
after January 20, 2021. Joe Biden(s) will be sent from the White House
before or after January 20.
The Red Sea is waiting for Joe Biden(s).
Dear President Donald J TRUMP
I pray for You, Your Family, Friends, the United States of America and the
US Army who love Jesus Christ.
I am confident that you will celebrate the electoral victory you and the
American people have won as soon as possible.
This heart loves you very much, It will never leave you alone.
See you at the exit of the Red Sea.
God bless you all
With my Love and Respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
10.1.2021
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CREATION
(1)
God created the universe(s). God created the Djinn. Djinns are conscious
beings in physical and spiritual bodies. God chose a group of Djinn and
named them Humans.
There are many common questions in the universe that do not have
satisfactory explanations by all races.
God did not answer some universal puzzle-type questions to connect all
races to Planet Earth.
God chose Humans to teach and explain the unanswered questions of all
races in the universe.
Being a race, group, or Human, other than God, does not mean privilege,
honor, nobility and royal privilege of another race. God chose Humans as a
messenger to teach his laws, principles, and wisdom.
We choose our fruits and vegetables in the greengrocer. The chosen
tomatoes, potatoes, and cucumbers are not the chosen ones, the nobles
and the masters of humanity.
The most frequently asked question in the entire universe, Who are we?
Why were we created? Where did we come from and Where are e Going?
What is the purpose of creating people and races?
God answered all these questions in Quran in Surah Zariyat verse 56 as:
"I have created Djinns and humans just to know me and to worship
me."
God is the greatest Boss.
This means that God invites all Humans and Races, all kinds of
professionals, workers, technicians, clerks, teachers, and engineers to work
in his company, to reconstruct the planets and the universe.
The Universe and Planets will be physically and spiritually constructed by
God's workers, technicians, officials, engineers, and teachers.
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God first created spirits. God covered the souls with physical bodies.
Every soul is a part of God.
All races have very similar and dissimilar characteristics of different
physical bodies. Physical bodies are different, but the soul is the same in
all races.
God sees the spirits, not the physical bodies of the races.
The physical body dies, but the soul lives forever. The physical bodies of the
races are like a few pages of information. But spirits are like books and
libraries.
The soul is a type of energy that includes the physical bodies of the races.
The eyes of the physical body are the mind. Logic is the letters, sentences
and elements of the mind.
Mind creates sciences and technologies.
The physical eye is not enough to understand reality and read the
universe(s).
The spiritual eye is the true eye and mind for understanding truth and
reading the universe(s).
Humans and races to have a spiritual mind:
i) He must believe and worship One God.
ii) Examine and learn God's Word and Books.
iii) Study and learn the words and teachings of God's Prophets.
iv)Study and learn the teachings of the God's People of churches and
mosques,
v)should stop watching Satanist mainstream media MSM, t.v. sets and
demonic social media platforms. The evil media are the enemies of
people, not friends.
“Tell me your teacher and I will tell you who you are”
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God created souls according to the principle of opposites on two
grounds.
Like good-evil, faith-blasphemy, eternal-mortal, scholar-ignorant, fellowenemy, faithful-traitor, free-slave, trust-betrayal, righteousness-deceit, good
deed-sin, light-dark, truth-lie, true-false, positive-negative, hot-cold, heavylight, high-low etc, etc
The principle of opposites is a vital requirement when creating souls for
three reasons.
i) Opposites create energy for operating systems.
ii) Humans and races learn faster by comparing items.
iii) For free will.
Free will is essential for souls to rise, evolve and descend.
Every soul has a total grade.
Each soul has a value between -1 and +1 (-1..….0……+1).
This is the vertical axis. The horizontal axis is time (t).
-1 Satan and His Wife, 0 Atheists, +1 Adam and Eve
Every good, attitude is a positive grade - every evil, sin is a negative grade.
Adam and Eve Souls is an eternal civilization creator.
Satan and His Wife Souls is the creator of a cruelty-based civilization with
an expiration date on it.
The Atheistic Spirit claims and teaches people that “there is no God and
religions destroy life.
Atheists reject the Word of God, His Prophets, His Books, God's People and
teachings, and all the facts of religion.
When an Atheist says, "There is no God," we realize that they have the
greatest wisdom that no one else in the universe has.
When an Atheist says "There is no God," we understand and expect that
they will prove their claim to us.
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When an Atheist says "There is no God" means "I know everything" (you
know nothing, you are ignorant, go to hell!)
“If An Atheist Knows Everything”, We invite Atheists to answer all the
questions that all university professors will ask.
When a body dies, the soul takes its new body and place according to its
total grades.
If you have enough worship for God in your Soul Account, free will, will
always choose the right options and make the right decision.
If there is not enough worship for God in your Soul Account, free will,
will always choose the wrong options and make the wrong decision.
By worshiping God, souls must be recharged every day, just like cell
phones and every electrical device.
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CREATION and END TIME(S)
(2)
The Milky Way Galaxy is the heart of the universe. Planet Earth is the
heart of the Milky Way galaxy.
God created the universe(s) according to the principles of opposites. The
battle of Good and Evil is the main struggle frame of the universe(s).
The End Time(s) is the most special time in the history of the Universe
when God taught everything to his souls.
This period is 7000 years. 7000 (+, - 30) years before (2020).
The last 200-100-50 years are the end periods of the End Time.
7000 years ago there were no Jews on Planet Earth.
There are countless Jewish groups throughout the universe.
Judaism is an universal imperialist enslavement tool program.
Jews are slaves of advanced races.
Earth Jews are the slaves of Draconian race(s).
Jews are universal evil group of peoples.
Most of the planets in the universe have life and civilizations like planet
Earth. Planet Earth has been battling evil forces for 7000 years.
The war of good and evil that has been going on for 7000 years on Planet
Earth is staged on almost many planets in the universe. Most battles are
won by the advanced evil races and end with the enslavement of the
weaker races.
Suppose you are an advanced race and you need a planet like planet
Earth for raw materials, minerals, and geostrategic location.
But you cannot land on planet Earth due to high daylight radiation,
unsuitable atmosphere, and oxygen levels. What should you do? These and
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similar problems are fundamental universal problems for all advanced
races.
You need a group of people who work for you to enslave the planet.
This type of treacherous group of people is called the Jews.
You cannot force people or races to do anything. At this point, you need
to choose your partners (slaves) using advanced brainwashing and mind
control programs. These programs are built on the weakest points of
humans and races, such as possessing everything, being rich and famous,
holding the highest posts and ranks, greed, selfishness, contempt, desire for
privilege, and so on.
Rabbis are the Master Mind of Jews.
Master Mind’s greatest offer and reward to the Jews is to own the entire
planet at the end of the game.
Trading (to sell and buy!!!) is the main characteristic of the Jews.
Jews are the group of peoples who sell their souls to advanced races.
Jews are the groups of people who sell their own race to other races.
Jews are creatures that sell their planets to other races.
Rabbis cannot persuade honest people to be Jews.
To be Jewish the soul must be stupid and treacherous.
The advance races must choose garbage souls to establish a Jew
community.
Jews are chosen people of their masters.
Jews are people chosen by their masters. Rabbis have heralded the Jews
that they are a chosen people.
Jews are proud of to be chosen people. Jews pride themselves on being
stupid, treacherous, and having garbage spirits.
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CREATION END TIME(S)
and
JEWS
(3)
The enslavement of humans - the sons and daughters of Adam and Eve and Planet Earth began 7000 (+, - 30) years ago (2020).
You cannot rule the world from Alaska, Argentina, South Africa, Austrailia,
Japan, Sweden and Canada.
To rule the world, you have to settle in the middle east region, which is the
center of the world.
The physical body of humans and races is a vessel.
Soul is a form of energy and can easily be transferred from another body
to a body.
This is called Walk-in Technology.
Walk in Technology is one of the oldest arts of living by entering the
bodies of other races.
Jewish Rabbis, Vatican Black Popes, Popes and Cardinals are Engineers
and Agents of Orion Draconians in human bodies.
Their mission is to establish a Global Evil State and enslave Humanity
forever at the end of 7000 years.
They called this global government the New World Order. Jerusalem has
been named the capital of the Evil Empire.
The First Temple site was chosen as the Rabbis' headquarters and
parliament building.
The Zion Protocols are one of the Books of Evil that are maps, guides, and
programs for the enslavement of races.
Evil : Satan, Books of Evil and Rabbis Good; Adam, God's Books, and People
of God battle began 7000 years ago.
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Rabbis began selecting garbage spirits from around the world and
brought them to the Middle East.
These garbage spirits are called Jews and they are proud to be chosen
people.
Jews were enrolled in mind control and brainwashing programs called
education. Jews do not like abel but cain. Jews pride themselves on being
the descendant of the killer Cain. This is only one of the results of
brainwashing techniques.
Rabbis began educating Jews under the guidance of the Talmud, Zohar,
and Zion Protocols.
*The early teachings were: "The Jews are the kings of Men".
*Non Jews are not human beings and are animals that live in the human
body.
*Non Jews are slaves of Jews.
*The Jews will own the entire Planet Earth and rule the Non Jews as
slaves forever.
The purpose of the Rabbis' early teachings was to hold, unite, and dissolve
garbage spirits together and prevent the disintegration of Jewish
communities.
These four evil fundamental principles became the eyes and minds of the
Jews. Jews were blinded by Rabbis and enslaved.
According to these mind control and brainwashing programs, the Jews were
convinced that their state, whose capital was Jerusalem, and the entire
Planet Earth, would " someday" be their own.
This someday dream will come true after 7000 years.
This is a brief summary of the beginning periods of the 7000 year end
times.
Peoples with wisdom and strong financial resources develop much faster.
It takes a long time to have wisdom and strong financial resources in social
life.Freed from this burden, the Jews were always ready to move fast
across the earth.
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The Jews were ready to infiltrate any society and government for their
masters. The Jews had learned to be invisible and leave almost zero
evidence in their destruction. They started stealing in the Middle East,
killing and destroying people and societies.
Rabbis are atheists and pagans by nature. They don't believe in God. But
faith is a supreme power to bring people together. Rabbis created countless
Idols to control Humans.
God reacted to this demonic and Jewish destruction and began to send
his messages and messengers.
7000 years ago, the first message God gave people to people was to believe
in one God, his words, his messengers. The next message is that they
fight evil to take responsibility, to become one nation and one voice.
The average people's indifference to God's religion and books makes it
difficult for the Prophets.
Every prophet worked as a shepherd by God's command. The shepherding
of the prophets gives very serious messages to people. The average people
who do not care and take responsibility for God's commands are sheep and
cattle in the eyes of God.
After the Flood of Noah, the messages of God and his prophets became
more visible and understandable.
All the animals responded to Noah's invitation to the ark, but most of
the people did not.
The purification of Noah's Flood was a great victory for believers to unite
people against evil as one nation and one voice.
Noah's Flood killed all rabbis, Jews, non-believers and all less believers.
After the flood, the demonic deep state launched Plan B, using rabbis and
Jews as it had originally.
Abraham's sons, grandchildren, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, their 12 sons, their
miracles and teachings made God's People a great force against evil mind
control invasion.
In this age, the People of God became "One nation and One Voice" as
believers in the One God for the first time in its history.
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God honored the believers for their great achievements and said that he
called this nation "Israel," which means the Prince of God.
During these times, the People of God completely destroyed the pagan
mentality of the Rabbis. The Rabbis lost all their physical and spiritual
foundations and fortresses.
Rabbis are liars. The rabbis continued to lie and started disinformation.
The rabbis began to spread the lie that the Jews were the descendants of
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and their 12 sons throughout the Middle East.
Rabbis believe that if you tell a lie a thousand times it will be true.
The People of God never believed these great lies that the Jews were the
descendants of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their 12 sons.
Rabbis and Jews continue to infiltrate every country and corner for 4000
years, using the lies of Abraham's descendants as masks.
Moses, the Torah, the ten commandments, the crossing of the Red Sea,
miracles, and the return to the homeland, raised the power of being a
State with Jerusalem as the capital of the People of God.
The corruption of the Torah and the word of God, based on the Tamud,
Zohar demonic books, began in this period.
After the wars and miracles of David and Solomon, the People of God
established their first State, with Jerusalem as its capital, after 5000 years
of struggle.
The imperialist building-synagogue of the Rabbis was demolished and the
first parliament building, which we call the First Temple, was built by
Solomon in Jerusalem.
People of God’s State and its parliament First Temple became a great
power against Rabbis and New World Order agenda.
David and Solomon’s State was a democratic state which means peoples
love their leaders and accepted them as their Presidents.
David and Solomon’s State treasury was very rich and run the economy
without any financial and Interest tranny.
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The Rabbis organized the Jews. Jews corrupted the First Temple in the
directory of demonic books such as human trafficking, victimization,
torture, drug dealing, usury, money laundering, banking, black market and
financial transgender. Jews are Rabbis' brooms and hand tools.
The Rabbis organized the Babylonian puppet dictator King
Nebucadnezzar and the first State and Parliament building of the
People of God was destroyed in 586 BC.
Jesus Christ and the New Testament were a new great force and threat to
the Rabbis and New World Order agenda. 30-70 A.D
The Rabbis organized the Roman puppet dictator Emperor Titus, and the
first state and parliament building of the People of God was destroyed for
the second time in 70 A.D.
The Third Temple, which Eziekel told in his prophecy, was built by
Caliph Omar in 638 A.D. called Al Aqsa Mosque.
The "People of God" destroyed the evil invasion in Jerusalem for the
third time. The Democratic State of David and Solomon is rebuilt.
Dome of the Rock - Qubbat As-Sakhrah was built near Al Aqsa Mosque in
691A.D as a new parliament building by order of the Umayyad Caliph Abd
al-Malik.
Dome of the Rock - Qubbat As-Sakhrah is one of the greatest symbols of
victory for the sons and daughters of Adam and Eve.
Nimrod(s), Pharaoh(s), Goliath(s), Titus(s) etc. They are the Rothschilds
of their time who were the puppets of the Rabbis.
Rothschilds and Jews are planning and dreaming of building a synagogue
on the Dome of the Rock, which they call the Third Temple.
The Third Temple will symbolize the completion of the Rabbis
enslavement of Humanity and Planet Earth.
The “People of God” are on duty 24/7.
The sons and daughters of Adam and Eve will not allow to create
prison planets on Earth and in the Universe.
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ISRAEL
What is Israel ? Who is Israel ?
Israel in a 7000-year perspective :
1.Israel : is Planet Earth.
2.i) It is the "People of God" who believe in One God, his prophets, his
books, teachings and take responsibility for Humanity.
ii) They are people who work for the freedom and sovereignty of the people
and the Planet Earth.
3. From a more specific point of view, Israel has been all Christians and
Muslims throughout history.
4. Open the most special view : People of Israel, according to Scripture, is
the Turkish people, the Nation of Israel is the Republic of Turkey.
The Old Testament, New Testament and Quran tell us how the Planet Earth
will shape in 7000 years to come, and especially at the End Time. There are
many scriptures about the events of the End Times regarding the final
structure of the world.
A scripture in Israel-Rabbis Bible says : Genesis 12:2 : “I will make of you a
great nation and I will bless you ; I will make you great and you shall be
blessing ”
These verses describe a nation and a people who will fight for the
Independence of Humanity more than any other nation and people on
earth. This is the Turkish nation.
According to the scriptures: God promised Abraham and his descendants,
a nation, a land to the people of Israel, the fall of Israel, the salvation of the
national Israel, the landing, a new country, the capital Jerusalem (city of
peace), Israel's restoration, the new Jerusalem, the third temple, the home
of Israel, the land of Israel, the great national Israel are some of the titles of
the events that will take place in 7000 years, especially in the end times of
200-100-50 years.
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Throughout history, the concepts of Israel, the People of Israel, Children
of Israel, Israelis and Jews have been a very complex puzzle for people to
set the pieces correctly.
There are(were) many questions about Jews that we do not have
satisfactory answers. This environment of uncertainty prevents
establishing a healthy and fair policy for the world, especially the Middle
East.
People of Israel =Turkish People , Nation of Israel = Rebuplic of
Turkey.
These are biblical truth about Israel, people of Israel, children of Israel,
Israelites and Jews.
The Scriptures: i) Ezekiel 37: 1-13 ii) Ezekiel 38: 1-39: 16 clarifies all the
gray questions.
These verses tell about the Turkish People and Turkish States in history.
Ezekiel 38: 1-39: 16, tells the invasion of Gog and Magog in the end
times in Turkey (Israel). This invasion attack took place on July 15 2016
under the command of Rabbis, NATO, Jesuits and Freemasons.
Turkish Army is 2230 years old and has destroyed countless evil forces in
its history .
Ottomans never call themselves "Ottoman Empire". Ottoman Empire is a
Zionist term. The official name of the Ottomans is Devlet-i Aliyye and it
means the continuation of the State of David and Solomon.
The Turkish people and armies have been the best servants of humanity
throughout its history.
Turkish people have been hosting millions of refugees, especially since
2011. Turkish armies and government forces have destroyed countless evil
forces, terrorist organizations and saved millions of christians, muslims and
innocent people from the persecution of the Jews.
People of Israel : is Turkish people, A nation : is Turkish nation,
Promised land : is Anatolia, Fall of Israel : fall of Ottomans, Salvation of
national Israel : Turkish independence war 1920-1923, 19382002(destruction of jewish and satanic governmantal invasions) ,
regathering into land : returning of Ottoman citizens into Anatolia, A
new born country : Turkish Republic 29.10.1923 A new capital
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Jerusalem: is Ankara -Jerusalem means “city of peace”. M.K.Ataturk’s
universal policy : Peace at home, Peace at world ( Rev.21:10-15 Rev
3:12 ) Glorius national Israel : is Turkish Rebuplic
After 632 AD, the birth of Islam and Arab civilization began to destroy
Satanic Empires.
The Arab Islamic conquests have been the worst destruction the Rabbis
have seen in the last 6200 years.
Rabbis organized the Mongol Armies, and the Mongol Invasions
destroyed the Islamic and all humanitarian forces around the world
between 1200 and 1300 AD.
In 2008, the Rabbis left the US and settled in China. The Chinese were
completely enslaved by the Chinese Communist Party CCP.
Members of the Chinese Communist Party are not Chinese, they are
Rabbis living in Chinese bodies.
As in history, the Chinese Communist Party CCP is preparing a second
Mongol Invasion that will come around the world between 2000-2100.
The Chinese must be very careful when preparing their national policies.
The Chinese should not be a cheap and free soldier for the Chinese
Communist Party CCP like the Mongolian people in history.
Humanity must carefully research and study the Mongolian Invasions and
their consequences to better understand the 2021-2121 date.
The Mongolian Invasions of 1200-1300 AD were the Gog Magog
invasions.
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CREATION - END TIME(S)
SECRETS OF SUCCESS FOR HUMANS
JEWS
(4)
Who are the Jews?
According to Jewish beliefs :
The Jews reject Adam. Jews do not agree to be sons and daughters of
Adam. Jews hate Adam.
Satan is the father of the Jews.
Jews do not know Satan like Christians and Muslims do.
Jews love and respect Satan just as Christians love Jesus Christ and
Muslims love Muhammad.
Jews were created from Satan's sexual relationship with Eve.
The Goyims were created from the sexual relationship of Adam and Eve.
(Goy singular, Goyim plural)
Goy means Animal ( Goyim plural ) Goyim=Gentiles in english
These are the first laws of the constitution of being Jewish. With mind
control programs, the rabbis isolated and enslaved the Jews from the
Humans and made them useful tools for their dirty work.
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JEW IS A JEW
HERE ARE THE RESULTS :
A Brief Review of Talmud :
“ Non –Jews were born only to serve us.Without that, they have no place in
the world-only to servet he People of Israel…This is servant..That’s why he
getsa long life,to work well fort his Jew.. why are gentiles needed ?They will
work,they will plow,they will reap ; and we will sit like an
effendi(master) and eat… That is why gentiles are created. ”
*Non-Jew is not human. They are monsters, animals and ugly creatures.
* Whoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and is punished by boiling in
pus in Hell. Erubin 21
*All goyim children are animals. Yebamoth 98a
*All Goyim girls are scum. Abodah Zarah 3b
*If a Jew finds a goyim's lost property, he does not have to return it. Baba
Mirza 24 a
*If a goy hits a Jew he must be killed. Sanhedrin 58b
*If a Jew kills a goy, he cannot be sentenced to death. Sanhedrin
*If a Jew steals a goy's property, he will have it. Sanhedrin 57 a
*Eating with a goy is the same as eating with a dog. Tospoth Jebamoth 84b
*Even the best goyim must be killed. Saferin 15
*Do not save a goyim who is in danger of death; show him zero mercy.
Hikkot AkumX1
*When the Messiah comes, each Jew will have 2800 slaves. Simeon
Haddersen 56 D
*It is an essential sacrifice worship that Christians should be killed. Zohar,
Shemoth
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*Yahweh created non-Jews in the form of humans. Jews cannot serve
animals and creatures. Non-Jew is an animal in the form of human beings. It
is doomed to serve the Jew day and night. Midrash Talpiotp.225L
*Keeping in touch with a goy with our religion relations is like killing all
Jews. If they learn what we teach about the Goyim, they will kill us in front
of everyone. Libbre David 37
*A Jew can do whatever he wants to a goy woman. It is his right to treat it as
a piece of meat. Hadarine,20,Choszen hamiszpat 348
*A Jew may inflict violence on a goy girl, but cannot marry her. Gad.Shas2.2
*Every day a Jewish man should be thankful that Yahweh did not make him
woman, goy, and slave. Hikkot Akum X1
*The Jew must swear perjury when a goy asks whether our books contain
something against them. The Book jare Dia 17
*What a Goyim who studies the Talmud and Torah deserves is death,
because it was written for us, not for him. This is the legacy left to us.
*In the eyes of those who believe in Talmud, all non-Jews are atheist.
* A Jew to shed goy blood is the same as to worship Yahweh.
In Jews, ancestry continues from the mother. The Rabbis say, "You always
know who the mother is, but this is not true for the father."
Jewish mothers believe that intelligence genes are passed from mother to
child.
Jewish mothers believe that for 7000 years they have brought the most
intelligent people!!! to humanity.
Jewish mothers are always very happy and proud of their achievements.
In reality, Jewish mothers pride themselves on being a walking terrorist
and prostitute factory.
Jews are a group of souls boasting their landfill genes that have not
changed for 7000 years.
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The Jew is a Jew. This is the only correct sentence in Jewish history.
The secret of success for people is understanding Jews and Judaism.
Jews are coronaviruses. You can see animals, plants, stones, but not
microorganisms. You can see bacteria in manual microscopes, but you need
an electron microscope to see viruses.
Electron microscopes are churches and mosques for Human Beings.
Within 7000 years, the Jews were carried to every corner of the planet by
the Rabbis. All over the world, Jews do every task the Vatican delivers.
Rabbis, Judaism, Jews, Talmud, Zohar, Zion Protocols and Deep States,
Satan's evil arts will be taught to our children from primary school to
universities.
Young people should know their enemies very well. Young people should
know how Jews mined their near and distant future.
In his famous speech Addressing the Turkish Youth in 1927, Ataturk
warned the Turkish youth against the traps of Jews and imperialism for
the next 100 years.
Rabbis tortured and persecuted Jews for centuries, driving them to every
corner of the world. Rabbis have loaded the Jews with grudge, hatred,
anger, and revenge for centuries.
Jews are a people full of hatred, revenge and anger towards non-Jews.
The Rabbis forbade Jews from marrying non-Jews. The aim of the Rabbis
with this prohibition is to prevent the dissolution and extinction of the Jews
Slaves.
Jews are a people who know and introduce themselves as lions. There is
no animal that does not consider itself a lion. What Jewish lion's roar has
humanity heard for 7000 years ?
God created the Jews, and by looking at the Jews, he created sewer rats.
Sewer and Evil Arts is the paradise of the Jew.
Wherever there is evil, there is the Jew; wherever there is a Jew, there is
evil.
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Immorality is the Morality of the Jew.
Jews are a people who paint their mother and sell them to her-his father.
It is said that good Jews are good people and evil, Zionist Jews are bad Jews,
this is untrue and a political speech. Good Jews are the air, earth, soil and
fire of the Satanic Jews. Jew is a Jew.
A Jew can not be Good. Good can not be a Jew.
Jews are thieves. Jews are a terrorist nation from A to Z. Jews are prophet
murderers.
Jews have no history. The Jews mask the history of God's People, owning
their trauma and persecution, and masking their crimes.
There is no history of thieves, killers, rats and parasites.
The thief is the king of the Earth until the host awakens.
These are universal sociological and psychological scientific facts about
Judaism and Jews in races libraries for billions of years.
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CORONAVIRUS
The half-life of genetically and biologically modified viruses to return
to their original form is maximum 2-3 months. Genetically and biologically
modified viruses cannot carry their aggressive nature for more than 1218 months.
The half-life of large modified organisms such as fruit flies is 2-3 years.
Quarantine, isolation, hygiene, use of masks and antibiotics are the main
measures to overcome these types of viral infectious diseases.
HQC -Hydroxychloroquine- is the perfect cure of coronovirus.
Coronavirus(es) types of viruses have thick fat cell walls. Waterbased based
antiboitics are not effective to these sort of microorganisms. HQC easily
penetrates fat cell walls and destroy all viruses in a very short time.
All epidemic diseases that we have seen throughout history as humanity are
economic and biological weapons produced in the laboratory by Rabbis.
Black plague, tuberculosis, typhoid, pneumonia, sars, mers, ebola, AIDS,
meningitis, hepatitis, cholera, scarlet fever, measles are some of the
economic and biological weapons.
These epidemics are preparing for the big pharmaceutical industries to
gain 8 billion customers.
You cannot make money from a simple cold.
Epidemics take customers to big pharmaceutical industries.
For big pharmaceutical industries cancer, autism, stroke, parkinson,
alzhemier, diabetics, all kinds of neorological and heart diseases are much
better than simple colds.
Designed for big pharmaceutical industries, the coronavirus is the king of
all epidemics in history.
Big pharmaceutical industries knows that the coronavirus epidemic has
nothing on their agenda. Rabbis rub their hands awaiting 8 billion potential
cancer customers who will come through vaccination programs.
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Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci, and George Soros and many are Rabbis in
plain clothes who work hard for vaccination programs all over the world.
Rabbis=Nazis=Pagans=Atheists
The Vatican is the Rabbinic school. Pope Francis is a Rabbi and a Nazi.
Vatican cardinals are Rabbis and Nazis. Pope Francis and the Vatican
Cardinals pray to God and Jesus Christ for the success of Bill Gates,
Anthony Fauci, George Soros and their friends.
My Dear One’s
Vaccines are Mark of the Beast
Vaccines are medium and long term poisons.
Do not accept Vaccination Programs that will be offered to you during
pandemic periods.
Big pharmaceutical industries Vaccines are full of complex genetic,
electronic, biological, physical and chemical toxins.
Pfizer, Moderna, Biontech, Sinovac and the like are the legs of the same
Demonic Octopus.
Genetically and biologically modified viruses draw bell curve. Zero Top
zero.
We are at the peak of the coronavirus epidemic as of 1.1.2021.
After this date, the cases will begin to decrease at the rate of increase.
Compare two vaccinated and unvaccinated cities.
We will see the same results come. After this date, coronaviruses that have
been genetically and biologically modified will begin to return to their
original form.
All high-degrees freemasons were ordered to advertise the coronavirus
vaccine in the autumn. Nobel prized artists, scientists, presidents, prime
ministers, politicians, journalists, artists, showmen, athletes, celebrities etc,
etc share photos of being vaccinated.
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The coronavirus will start to die naturally in the body. The big
pharmaceutical demons will become the heroes !!! of eight billion people
and will be on television to receive applause.
This is the plan. Let's be careful.
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DOORS
Abolish the State of Israel
Tear the Flag of the State of Israel
Today is 6th January 2021 Time is 17.11 in Ankara-Turkey
Ankara-Turkey today time , January 6, 2021 17:11

Jews have been well received by people in history.
Jews have been well received in every state, country and nation of the
world in history.
How did the Jews thank the peoples to every state, country and nations ?
Thief is the king of Earth until the host wakes up.
The Jewish paper tiger kingdom came to an end.
For sewer rats, the game is over.
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TO THE GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE UNITED NATIONS
Throughout history, a great terrorist and theft organization has been
recognized as a state by your head of a group.
We all know the crimes of Jews against humanity throughout history.
The fact that the United Nations recognizes a terrorist group as a state
means that the United Nations is also a terrorist organization.
On behalf of Adam and Eve's sons and daughters, I request your
information to immediately terminate Israel's membership to the United
Nations.
United Nations officials who fail to follow this instruction will suffer the
consequences.
1.6.2021
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
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DOORS
Herald the Palestinian State,
Whose Capital is Jerusalem,
to the World.
Palestinians are true People of God.
Palestinians are the true People of Israel. Palestinians are the true
descendants of Abraham and Jacob and his 12 sons. Palestinians were
soldiers of Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Ismail, Jacob, Moses, David, Solomon,
Jesus Christ and Muhammad throughout Middle Eastern history.
The Palestinians are the most protective of the First, Second and Third
Temples from the destruction of the Jews.
First, Second and Third Temple Dome of the Rock - Qubbat As-Sakhrah
is the First Parliament Building of People of God on earth.
The Palestinians are defending the Third Temple, just as they defended the
first and second Temples in history.
Defending the Third Temple Dome of the Rock means defending the 7000
years of struggle of God's People.
The Palestinians is the nation that has most protected the honor of the
religion of God against Jews throughout history.
The Palestinians are the real owners of the lands occupied by the pirate
State Israel after 1948.
Like the Turkish people in the 1920s, the Palestinian people are fighting for
liberation and independence.
Palestine is a small Republic of Turkey.
Palestine is a promised land just like Anatolia.
Palestine is Israel in the verses.
God promised Abraham and his descendants, a new born country, a nation,
a land to the people of Israel, the fall of Israel, the salvation of the national
Israel, the landing, a new country, the capital Jerusalem (city of peace),
Israel's restoration, the new Jerusalem, the third temple, the home of
Israel, the land of Israel, the great national
The Palestinians will return to their homeland before 1917 in the coming
days.
As a Adam and Eve's sons and daughters, we congratulate the
Palestinian State and People and wish them eternal happiness.
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
6.01.2021
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My Dear One’s
***** I cannot tell you the name of the most famous Pimp in the world.
I don't like gossip. Gossip is a sin.
( But that man is Adnan Oktar.
He lives in Turkey . He is a false Messiah and Don Quixote.
He ruled the world by sitting in his seat for 40 years.
He had zero money but spent millions of thousands of innocent people.
Now he's having a great vacation.
In one of the Turkish DOJ resorts in Istanbul ).

My Dear One’s
We are living in the End Times.
As it is said, the End Times will be like Noah's time.
The coronavirus is today's flood.
God's word, books, prophets and their teachings are Noah's Ark.
We are almost landing.
This Heart is your flood.
This Heart will not leave any troubles or sorrow inside you.
This Heart loves you very much.
God bless you all
With my love and respect

Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
10.1.2021
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DOORS
WILL NOT ALLOW
JOE BIDEN(s)
FOR
THE U.S. PRESIDENCY
U.S. PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY OF JOE BIDEN(s)
IS ILLEGAL AND VOID.
THE NOVEMBER 3, 2020 ELECTIONS
WERE CANCELED
BY
DOORS.
NOVEMBER 3 2020 ELECTIONS
WILL BE REPEAT.
(1)
Dear President Donald J TRUMP
Dear U.S. Citizens
According to US Constitution :
USA President Candidate must be an American Citizen.
Joe BIDEN is not a USA Citizen.
Joe BIDEN is a citizen of Satan and its civilization.
Joe BIDEN is a Luciferian Citizen.
Joe BIDEN is a Deep State Citizen.
Joe BIDEN is a Devil in Human Body.
Joe BIDEN is a citizen of Secret Societies State who killed JFK.
*Details about Joe BIDEN(s)* is in
“Adam and Eve Economy Teachings-Anti Interest Economy” article.
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Dear President Donald J TRUMP
Dear US Citizens
The November 3, 2020 US elections are illegal and void.
We know that US citizens who vote for the Democratic Party are people
who love their homeland, flag and state very much.
We love all the U.S. citizens who vote for the Democratic Party because
they are doing their job for the strong future of their country.
But if U.S. citizens who voted for the Democratic Party knew the facts, Joe
Biden(s) would have zero vote.
We all know that Humanity has a very well hidden and stolen history.
People began to learn their well-hidden historical facts after the 1963 JFK
assassination.
Until the 1960s, the number of people who knew our true history was close
to zero.
As of 2020, the number of people who know the facts and the correct
history has reached 50% according to the population of the countries.
This is a beautiful and rejoicing rate for the great awakening of Humanity.
Dear President Donald J TRUMP
and U.S. Citizens voted for Donald J TRUMP and Republican Party
There is goodness in every evil.
November 3 2020 elections will enable 125 million voters to learn about
secret U.S. historical facts.
We will reach the distance we have covered in 60 years in the journey of
Humanity's great awakening in a few months.
All Humanity will witness the completion of the big picture.
Humanity will not allow any other Nazi rule in the White House and in the
United States.
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Dear President Donald J TRUMP

November 3 2020 US elections are illegal and void.
November 3 2020 elections will be repeated in the coming days.
File a lawsuit with the Supreme Court as soon as possible for the
annulment and reinstatement of the November 3 2020 elections.
Doors -News information the annulment and rescheduling of the
November 3 2020 elections is one of the biggest evidence files.
Submit valuable files from Doors-News and Social Media as evidence to the
Supreme Court.
Also, submit valuable files on Door-News and Social Media as evidence to
every US citizen judge, prosecutor, lawyer and law professor.
It is entirely your right to be President of the USA.
Do not leave the Presidency until the November 3 2020 elections are
renewed.
Joe Biden(s) is a Nazi.
Joe Biden(s) is an Adolf Hitler.
What American citizen can tolerate seeing Adolf Hitler as President of
the United States ?
125 million US citizens know very well that Joe Biden(s) is a Nazi and 2020
model Adolf Hitler.
125 million US citizens will reach the Truth in a very short time like each
of us.
We love those who love their country and flag.
We invite and expect 125 million American citizens who voted for Joe
Biden to join Truth.
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DOORS
WILL NOT ALLOW
JOE BIDEN(s)
FOR
THE U.S. PRESIDENCY
(2)
U.S. PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY OF JOE BIDEN(s)
IS ILLEGAL AND VOID.
THE NOVEMBER 3, 2020 ELECTIONS
WERE CANCELED
BY
DOORS.
NOVEMBER 3 2020 ELECTIONS
WILL BE REPEAT.
(2)
DEAR U.S. CITIZENS
VOTED FOR JOE BIDEN AND THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY
YOU ARE INVITED
You are especially invited to see the well-hidden historical facts of the
USA that were uncovered after the JFK assassination.
About 200,000 (two hundred thousand) websites, blogs, books, articles,
information, authors, researchers, video channels, light workers, light
warriors, way showers, guides which help to reach the Truth easily are
available.
Please reach out to one of these valuable resources.
Doors-News is one of them that summarizes tens of thousands of pages of
Truth in a few pages for easy understanding.
Anyone who reads Doors-News Information within an hour will never
vote for the Democratic Party and Joe Biden(s)
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As Humanity, we have been deceived especially for the last 250 years.
This dark period has been constantly fed by Rothschild's Central Banks
and Interest policies.
US Citizens voting for Joe BIDEN must investigate the tremendous
information revealed by Enlightened Researchers.
US Citizens voting for Joe BIDEN must investigate Deep Underground
Military Bases DUMBs, underground cities, thousands of missing, tortured
and murdered children in the facilities beneath their feet.
Investigate Auschwitz-like FEMA Concentration Camps, Cast Coffins,
Cremation Ovens, Clamped Wagons and Guillotines, which Joe BIDEN and
Friends have prepared for World War III, as a gift !!! to US citizens for the
election victory of November 3, 2020.
US Citizens must seek out the wonderful Galactic Information published
to inform and awaken the masses.
US citizens who voted for the Democratic Party cannot find the wealth,
peace and health they expect under Joe Biden.
Not knowing always means losing.
Knowledge is the greatest power and wealth.
Voting for the Democratic Party and Joe Biden(s) means that every
moment in your life is 9/11.
Joe Biden and Friends are some of Western Civilization's greatest
creators and gardeners.
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WESTERN CIVILIZATION
Western Civilization is a JEWISH, VATICAN and GREEK civilization.
Western Civilization is a 7000 years old JEWISH, VATICAN and GREEK
civilization.
Western Civilization is a civilization that ignores and tries to destroy
God's Existence, Books, Verses and Prophets.
Western Civilization is a civilization that regards people as natural raw
materials, animals, slaves and themselves as masters.
Western Civilization is a Satanist, Zionist and Luciferian civilization.
Western Civilization is a Rothschilds and Interest-Central Banking Cartels
civilization.
Western Civilization is the civilization of the :
3 Cents Puppet Rothschilds
2.5 Cents Puppet Kings and Queens of Europe
2 Cents Puppet 13 Families :
Rockerfeller, Astor, Bundy, Collins, Dupont, Freeman, Kennedy, Li, Onassis,
Reynolds, Russell,Van Duyn and Merovingian
1 Cent Rothschild’s
Puppets and Worshippers Companies, Corporations and Institutions CEOs
civilization.
Western Civilization is a 7000 years old Vatican, Black Popes and Popes
civilization.
Western Civilization is the civilization of the secret societicies like Jesuits,
Masons, Freemasons , Templar, Malta Knights, etc,etc,etc
Western Civilization is a Charles Darwin(s) and Richard Dawkins(es)
civilization.
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Western Civilization is a European Unity (EU) civilization.
Western Civilization is a Adolf Rothschild (Hitler) civilization.
Western Civilizaton is a NAZI(s) civilization.
Western Civilization is a Pope Francis(es), Angela Merkel(s), Emmanuel
Macron(s), Kyriakos Mitsotakis(es), Serzh Sargsyan(s), Nikol Pashinyan(s)
civilization.
Western Civilization is a George H-W Bush(es), Bill Clinton(s), Hillary
Clinton(s), Barack Obama(s) and Joe Biden(s) civilization.
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Western Civilization is a JEWISH, VATICAN and GREEK civilization.
Western Civilization is a 7000 years old JEWISH, VATICAN and GREEK
civilization.

HERE ARE THE RESULTS :

1. For Aristo, "Man is an animal that thinks."
2. According to Thales, "Man is an animal researching."
3. According Socrates, "Man is an animal questioning."
4. According to Plato "Man is a social animal."
5. According to Sophists, who teach philosophy by traveling to earn money,
"Man is an animal that wins."
6. According to Confucius, "Man is a learning animal.
7. For Septics who never get tired of doubting, "Man is a skeptical animal."
8. According to the Stoics who say that it is necessary to remain indifferent
to pain and to endure patiently, "Man is an animal used to everything."
9. Heraclitus "Man is an animal that discusses."
10. According to John Locke, "Man is an animal that tries."
11. For J. Dewey "Man is an animal who cares about his interests.
12. Kant "Man is an animal that criticizes."
13. Descartes looks at the situation from another window and says "Man is
a talking animal."
14. For Hegel, "Man is a systematic animal."
15. For the famous writer Albert Camus "Man is an animal that objects."
16. According to Popper, "Man is an animal that denies."
17. Khunn "Man is an animal that makes theories."
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18. Kant says, "Man is a combative animal."
19. According to Erich Fromm "Man is a loving animal."
20. For Bergson, "Man is an animal that makes a vehicle."
21. Nietzsche says perhaps the most beautiful thing about man and says
"Man is simply an animal…!"

Joe BIDEN's mentality is the Western Civilization mentality.
Western Civilization is the mindset of Joe BIDEN(s).

In Anatolia, it is said that "Bandits cannot rule the world".
Humanity will not allow bandits like Joe BIDEN(s) to rule the Earth.
Joe Biden(s) dreams that he will lead the United States as President.
The place of the murderers is not the White House, but the prison.
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DEAR U.S. CITIZENS
US citizens should know very well that Satan's-Rothschilds Agents (such
as Antifa) are ready to kill Donald Trump and Joe Biden Supportes with
the same weapon on the same day.
Their aim is to incite the US brothers to start a civil war without any
evidence.
We lived in Turkey in the last 60 years this scenario many times.
Donald Trump and Joe Biden Supporters must be vigilant and not brutal
towards each other.
Your belief in God, your knowledge and wisdom are your greatest
weapons.
Ignorance and the great mistakes of Men are the greatest fortune of Satan
and Zionists.
Do not use your weapons against your brothers.
As US citizens who voted for Trump and Biden, don't fall into the Devil's
trap.
Love and hug each other for your State and your Flag.
Check, search and find the "Third Party" while rubbing their hands
waiting and watching to record your blood spilled on the streets.
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Dear President Donald TRUMP

Doors-News Idea is the common voice of Humanity and more than 200
countries.
Doors-News Idea is a scientific and impartial idea of the Bible.
Doors-News is an idea that does not impose a certain world view on
anybody.
Everyone is free to accept the Doors-News Idea of their own free will or
not.

Dear President Donald TRUMP

Do not hesitate to publish and share Doors-News Idea on behalf of
Humanity in the White House.
Send sleepy Joe Biden(s) to one of DOJ holiday village in a one hour.
Make USA and Humanity Free
in a twinkle of an eye.
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My Dear One’s
The November 3 2020 elections are the last Satanic and Zionist
elections that have taught people a lot and are staged on our planet.
Humanity will not forget the November 3, 2020 election forever.
Joe Biden(s) is the last cartoon president candidate of secret societies like
Jesuits, Masons, Freemasons , Templar, Malta Knights, etc, etc, etc
The November 3 2020 elections are the final theft of Satanists and
Zionists.
Humanity will see the extent of Satanist and Zionist theft in the new
November 3, 2020 elections.
Humans will learn about their true citizens.
Secret Society Members are the worst enemies of their country, whether
they know it or not.
Humans will not grant any official authority in their country to members
of the Secret Societies.
Humans will not become customers of any Secret Society members or
buy their goods.
Humans will revoke the citizenship of members of Secret Societies.

My Dear One’s
Be Ready for Rise Up
This Heart Will Never Leave You Alone
with my deepest love and respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
11.11.2020
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DOORS
SUPPORT
DONALD J. TRUMP
HIS FRIENDS AND ADMINISTRATION
FOR
2020

My Dear One’s

3 Halil Coşkun Beyoğlu Videos were posted on
spectrumofislam.com/Video on 22.10.2020.
Let's share and publish.
Thank you very much. This Heart loves you all so so so much
With my deepest love and respect.

God bless you all

Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
22.10.2020

DOORS
SUPPORT
DONALD J. TRUMP
HIS FRIENDS AND ADMINISTRATION
FOR
2020
My Dear One’s
Let's give a big and big Hand USA and Donald J. Trump for the 3rd
November 2020 Elections.
Christianity, Christians, Churches, Ministries, Pastors, Bishops, Priests,
Apostles, Prophets all over the world….
Stand Up
Stand Up
Stand Up
Every US citizen and voter should access and read the “Adam and Eve
Economy Teachings” before voting.
i) Let's prepare at least 1 Billion Poster (min.50x50 cm) supporting
Donald J. Trump and the USA.
In each Poster, ANKARA and your city are mentioned first. For example
ANKARA - NEW YORK
SUPPORTS
DONALD J.TRUMP FOR 2020
The Ankara emphasis will direct the public's attention to the "Economy
Teachings of Adam and Eve" and "Doors Informations”.
ii) Let's share and publish “Adam and Eve Economy Teachings” and
“Doors” information on Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and every
social media website.
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My Dear One’s

The 3 November 2020 election is not only the choice of the USA but also
of Humanity.
Every Human in the US and around the world must understand the spirit
of the November 3, 2020 election and support Donald J. Trump and his
administration.
3 November 2020 is the most important election in the history of
democracy.
The American people will earn or lose at least USD 4.2 Quadrillion today.
This picture is the same for every person and country in the world.
Every state, country, government, corporation, company, institution, and
person should support Donald J. Trump in this election.
A strong, free and sovereign USA means : a strong, free and sovereign
Humanity.
A strong, free and sovereign US Economy means : The end of Humanity's
7000 years of financial slavery.
As a problem, you cannot get rid of your problems.
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My Dear One’s

North America, South America, Africa, Austraila, Asia, Europe
New York, Houston, Los Angeles, Mexico City, Brasilia, Boenos Aires,
Johannesburg, Sidney, Manila, Moscow, London, Montreal… ..
All cities, towns and villages on earth.
Let's make a big noise with at least 1.0 Billion Posters in our buildings,
stores, streets and squares.
You are invited to :
i) To support Donald J. Trump and the USA
ii) squares, streets of your cities, towns
iii) For the freedom and domination of Humanity
iv) To end the 7000 years of financial slavery of Humanity
My Dear One’s

Doors Humanitarian Information completed one more step in the
internet environment.
From now on, I (Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU) will be with you in live t.v and
video shows.
I will be with you as Donald J. Trump's supporter on live television and
video shows during the 2020 election campaign.
Let's make a big noise and bring "The Economy Teachings of Adam and
Eve" to every home in the world.
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DOORS
SUPPORT
DONALD J. TRUMP
HIS FRIENDS AND ADMINISTRATION
FOR
2020
Attention to US Citizens
Donald J. Trump has 200 million (two hundred million) Twitter
followers, Twitter says 7 million.
In the 3 November 2020 elections, the same kind of fraud will be staged
by Satanist and Zionist forces.
The USA must make a fair and transparent choice in 2020.
We do not want election systems based on electronic and postal voting
that cause great distress.
There is a huge risk that the election results cannot be announced in 3-6
months.
We want the classic election, ballot boxes, votes, envelopes, official
documents, items, statements and 5-10 million observers.
We want to get the right election results within 3-6 hours.
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My Dear One’s
Don't believe the rumors about the collapse of the US Economy and
Markets.
There is no crisis, collapse or break in Economics.
But there are big liars, thieves and terrorists like satanic mainstream
media, economists and financiers.
The USA has a strong and excellent Economy in all areas of life.
Donald J. Trump and his Administration are bringing back everything US
citizens have lost in the past 250 years.
SUPPORT
Donald J. Trump and his Administration.
Dear President Donald J. Trump
We know very well that taxation is the last and worst option for creating a
prosperous Economy.
Because Peoples and Taxpayers have been heavily crushed by the evil and
Zionist financial systems, especially in the last 150 years.
Collect taxes at all stages of Economic activity.
For those who choose to work with US National Banks, pay the same tax
in the following days and months.
Demolish and Destroy
Evil and Zionist
Interest - Center - Private Banking Cartels and Slavery Systems.
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My Dear One’s
What is Corona Virus- Covid 19 ?
Corona Virus - Covid 19 = Central Banks and Interest Incomes
God is teaching Central Banks and Interest Incomes to Humanity by
coronavirus pandemics.
For Example : 1-10% interest income = %100 coronavirus, cancer,
divorce, alcohol, drugs problems, riots, coups, robbery, civil wars,
terrorism, racism, inflations, economic crisis and collapsing,wars and
all kinds of suffering sources.

My Dear One’s
I will be a supporter and participant of Donald J. Trump's 2020 election
campaign in the coming days and hours.
People's journey to civilization is a big puzzle and
We are working hard to complete and clarify.
This Heart Loves You All
So so so much
It is said that
"Boiling kettle has no cover"
We are at that point.
See you in God's Time.
I feel that this is very close in minutes not hours
God bless you all
Love and Respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
26.09.2020
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ADAM & EVE
ECONOMY TEACHINGS
ANTI INTEREST ECONOMY
(AI ECONOMY)
How can States and Governments get rid of the Economic and Financial
System based on Interest-Center and Private-Banking slavery ?
How can States and Governments establish the Anti-Interest - Central and
Private Banking Economics and Financial System ?
It is the duty and right of Democratic States and Governments to create,
print and control money.
Private individuals and companies cannot create, print, or control the
Money-Monetary System of Nations.
No other power in the people is greater than the Democratic State.
The Democratic State is a reflection of "God" on earth.
Nobody can go against God and His Laws.
Interest-based Money and Banking Systems are prohibited by God's Laws.
Interest and Usury is the biggest economic sin.
To tear down and ruin
Interest- Central and Private Banking Systems:
1. States need Anti-Interest Laws in their Constitutions.
States and Governments should establish their National Banks and
Banking Systems.
i-Every citizen over the age of 18 must be a "True Taxpayer" for the
Ministry of Finance
ii-Every True Taxpayer, company, business and institutions must pay 20%
(twenty percent) tax for their monthly and annual earnings.
iii-States and Governments will pay taxpayers 10% - “Tax Refunds” - Tax
Refunds - within the next 15-30 days or months.
Tax Refunds will be paid and sent to the "National Banking Accounts" of
citizens and taxpayers only.
Every citizen, taxpayer, corporation, enterprise and institution should
choose and support the National Banking and Financial Systems for
their benefits.
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Tax Refunds are true Anti-Interest Tools for Democratic States and
Governments.
Tax Repayment is Anti-Interest Law.
No citizen, taxpayer, company, business or institution earns money
from Interest and does not work with Private Central Bank Cartels.
2. State and Governments double, triple, ten, one hundred and so on. The
taxes should take:
i-Money earners and people working with Interest-Private-Central Banking
Companies.
ii-buying, selling, home, car, fuel, gas, electricity, communication, education,
travel, justice, export, import etc. to all Government Services.
Citizens and Taxpayers who choose National Banking Services will not be
exempt from extra tax fees.
"Receiving Taxes" is another Anti-Interest Law.
3. It is very easy for Private and Central Banking Companies to earn and
collect money from States and Governments.
Because States and Governments are afraid to tell people ”there is no
money”
Borrowing and delaying debt at much higher interest rates are the primary
preferred financial policies of States and Governments.
States and Governments are buying $ 1.0 Billion today and paying $ 2.0
Billion to Money Changers-Bankers tomorrow.
Interest-based Central-Private Banking is a negative system that creates
mountains of debt every hour, day, month and year.
Match Taxpayers and Money Changers around a table and tell Money
Changers "Go and get your money - $ 2.0 billion - from real debtors and
taxpayers."
Pairing debt holders and taxpayers with Central-Private Banking Cartels is
another Anti-Interest Law.
4. Teaching and Informing People about Central-Private Banking and
Interest Illusions is another powerful Anti-Interest Law.
For Example : 1-10% interest income = 100% corona virus or cancer
Enlightened People, States and Governments can easily Nationalize PrivateCentral Banking and Interest Cartels with Referendum Solutions.
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NATIONALIZATION
DECLARATION
OF
CENTRAL BANKING AND PRIVATE BANKING CARTELS
(1)
These are the first and last words:
3 Cents Puppet Rothschilds and their :
Central Banks and Private Banking Cartels,
Rothschild’s puppets and worshipers 2 cent 13 Families;
Rockefeller, Astor, Bundy, Collins, Dupont, Freeman, Kennedy, Li, Onassis,
Reynolds, Russell, Van Duyn and Merovingian,
Rothschild’s puppets and worshipers
1 cent Companies, Corporation and Institutions CEOs,
all over the world
Rothschild’s belonging to Central Banks and Private Banks are :
NATIONALIZED
on behalf of PEOPLE in WORLD
All Rothschild’s owned by Central Banks and Private Banks were
nationalized
and have been returned to real owners of the Democratic People's, States
and Governments.
Those who mask, cover up, resist, criticize, oppose, continue to speak ,
against :
NATIONALIZATION DECLARATION
will be punished
“ Pulling the Ears ”
( After Beheaded )
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NATIONALIZATION
DECLARATION
OF
CENTRAL BANKING AND PRIVATE BANKING CARTELS
(2)
Attention :
Rothschild’s Central Banks and Private Banking Cartels
Companies, Corporations and Institutions
CEOs, Chairman of the Board and Authorized Personnel :
There won't be a second warning
For "Pulling the Ears"
Justice and prison times for you.
You surrounded
We are behind your heads.
You will export all keys and data server systems to :
Democratic government forces to step on your headquarters, buildings and
facilities.
Rothschilds are Thieves.
Rothschilds Are Thieves and Killers
Rothschilds obtained all their money and wealth by enslaving and killing
Humans since the 1770s.
Rothschilds planned, wrote, staged and financed all the evil, Zionist and
demonic scenarios for the Totalitarian Socialist Communist One World
Government in the 2000-2030s.
After all the wars of the 1770s - World War I and World War II - religion,
regional, racism, oil, based wars, terrorism, riots, drugs, human and child
trafficking, financial crashes and crises, GMOs, epidemics, etc. .
All kinds of economic, political, social, cultural, historical, military and
Imperialist arts, such as fascism, communism, theocracy, Satanism, Zionism,
and monarchism, are set to collect Money and Finance for :
Totalitarian Socialist Communist-New World Order-The Enslavement
Government of People.
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Hundreds and Thousands of Rothschild's Companies and Establishments
CEOs, Chairman of the Board and Authorized Personnel :
Became
air, earth, water, fertilizer and fire, to enslave and kill us.
Those who works with the Rothschilds are "Rothschilds" for us.
Humans are not the cattle and sheep of the Rothschilds.
The world is not the Rothschild father's field and farm.
Rothschilds and Partners 13 Families spent all their money to kill and
enslave the People who were the biggest customer and the source of money
for them.
Until 2020
We protest as people and do not receive any products and services
from the Rothschilds, 13 Families and their hundreds, thousands of
Companies, Corporations and Institutions.
As humans, we protest against being the supply and source of money for
the Satanic and Zionist Agenda.
As humans, we will seek Humanitarian Trademarks and Services.
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ATTENTION
to
WORLD LEADERS
(1)
The most common source of exploitation and theft in history :
Rothschilds Central Banking - Private Banking Cartels
destroyed and ruined
By Humanitarian Forces.
Own your National Central Bank
Money and Financial Resources.
Go
and
Own your National Finance Wealth
Print Your Own Money.
Use Your Own Money.
Do not pay interest on your own money.
Do not receive Money by giving “Bonds” to Rothschilds Central and Private
Banking Cartels.
Own your Gold and Silver
Rothschilds Central and Private Banking Cartels owned by you
Use your own Gold and Silver

Make Your Country Free
Make Humanity Free
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ATTENTION
to
WORLD LEADERS
(2)
"DOORS"
Humanitarian Information
solve
Economic, Social, Political, Cultural, Historical,
National and International
problems
in
Zero Time and Zero Cost

Share and Broadcast
"DOORS" Humanitarian Information
For detailed information, please visit:
www.spectrumofislam.com/DOORS/NEWS
www.islaminnuru.com / DOORS / ANNOUNCEMENTS
God bless you all
This heart loves you so so so much
See You Soon In Ankara
with my Love and Respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
26.8.2020
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FEDERAL RESERVE
CENTRAL BANKS-PRIVATE BANKING CARTELS
(1)
Central Banks-Private Banking = Theft = Imperialism = Slavery
How Do Central Banks -Federal Reserve- Work?
1. 1,10,100 in the Morning… etc. Tons of paper, newsprint come to FED
printing facilities.
In the Afternoon, these papers are 1, 10, 100, 1000… etc. Billions of USD
That’s it.
Suppose you do the same things !!!
Then you need wars, terrorism, chaos, riots, tv sets, football, fashion,
Hollywood, music, cigarettes, alcohol, drugs, etc. and
A lot of Idiots in every corner
Politics, governments, television programs, newspapers, magazines,
universities, companies, institutions, social media, etc. to mask, cover and
avoid focus,
"Hey! What are you doing here"?
Many Fools trying to teach people during these periods will be very useful :
"Black is the best White color"
States and Governments are the best clients of Central-Private Banks.
States and Governments have endless needs.
Central Banks sell their Money (newsprint) to States and Governments at
1-10% -100% Interest.
States and Governments give Central Banks "Bonds" Rothschilds for Cash.
At Night these papers are 2, 20, 200, 2000 ... etc. Billions of dollars
Tomorrow this cash will be in the accounts of Rothschilds Banks.
These interest-based financial system wheels are spinning like this
forever.Thanks to this bad financial system, States and Governments always
have Cash.But the Rothschilds Banks accumulate "Bonds" in their hands
that enslave States, Governments and People.
States, Governments have millions of never-ending payments, billions of
dollars every minute, every hour, day and week, etc.This picture is the same
for every country in the world.
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4 July 1776-31 January 2020
USA Total Treasury Debt:
4200 Trillion USD (Forty Two Hundred Trillion) = 4.2 Quadrillion USD

Dear President Donald J. TRUMP
We thank you as people
Mr. President Donald J. TRUMP and His Management
Nearly 250 Years of US Financial Bullying
Terminated by You and Your Administration.
Satanist, Zionist, Rothschilds owner
Federal Reserve
It was fully nationalized in March 2020.
There is no satanist, Zionist, Rothschild owner MSM, it cannot make this
historical news public.
FEDERAL RESERVE, the great terror organization in the world, was
destroyed and nationalized.
The expropriation of FEDERAL RESERVE is the first valuable step in
opening the Gates for Interest-Free Economy and Financial System on
Earth.
The US Treasury, Citizens and Taxpayers have to pay 4200 Trillion USD
for "Bonds" to arrive.
Mr. President Donald J. TRUMP
i) Do not pay -Any Cent- “Money Changers” for these “Bonds”.
What did the USA, Citizens and Taxpayers buy and receive in exchange for
4200 trillion US dollars of debt? !!!
ii) Check "Bond Holders": If Real and Honest Persons, Pay.
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FEDERAL RESERVE
CENTRAL BANKS-PRIVATE BANKING CARTELS
(2)
Central Banks-Private Banking = Theft = Imperialism = Slavery
How Do Central Banks -Federal Reserve- Work?
Central Banks and Private Banking Cartels have two main Nutrition
Sources.
1. Money and financial needs of State and Governments.
2. Satanist and Zionist "Tax Laws" infiltrating the State Financial Systems.
Came to Turkey in 1936, an Economist named Fritz Neumark and prepare
the Turkish Tax Law in 1950. !!!
Fritz Neumark was the Satanist-Zionist Rothschilds Agent.
A Nation has four sources of income tax.
1. Workplaces and Store Owners 2. Government Officials 3. Workers 4.
Retirees
Each group of citizens has to pay cash tax to the Ministry of Finance
Cashiers.
Provides 4x25 USD, 100 USD Tax income.
100 units of tax revenue is enough for the State and Governments.
With these Fair Taxation Laws, States and States no longer need to borrow
high Interest-Bearing Money from Central Banks.
Economist Fritz Neumarks' mission is to destroy "Money Changers" Fairness and Justice - to force them to take money from the Rothschilds
and their Puppet Friends.
Economist Fritz Neumark wrote the Turkish Tax Laws and told the Turks :
i) 1. Businesses and Shop Owners will pay their taxes and labor taxes to the
Cashiers of the Ministry of Finance in cash.
ii) 2. Government Officials 3. Workers 4. Retirees:
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125 USD Your Salary, You Have Wages
and
25 USD advance tax paid
fees when you receive your salary.
"Here is your 125 USD salary and wages
You have already paid your 25 USD tax at source ”.
Receiving salary and wages-at the same time- = Paying Tax !!!
according to this devilish, zionist mentality.
Government Officials - Workers - Pensioners :
Do not go and get to know the Ministry of Finance Cashiers and buildings
throughout their lives.
Government Officials, Workers and Pensioners do not pay "Any
Percentage Tax" to their countries.
“You have paid all your taxes in full, to the last penny and on time,”
Economist Fritz Neumark told government officials, workers and retirees.
Government officials, workers and retirees are very happy and proud to
pay nothing and pay everything.
These Satanic, Zionist Tax Laws :
Collect 25 USD instead of 100 USD
forces States and Governments to fall on the knees of Rothschilds Central
and Bankings to receive 75 at 75 +75 Interest = 150 USD
These Satanic, Zionist Tax Laws :
Fundamentals of the Informal Economy
It forms the basis of non-transparent Black Budget Economies.
As human beings, we must break these devilish and Zionist curses of
enslavement as a True Taxpayer.
Becoming a Real Taxpayer
Government Officials, Workers and Retirees:
1. Write and create Invoices for every penny of income, such as
Businesses and Shopkeepers.
2. They must be registered with the Ministry of Finance, obtain a tax
number and be a real taxpayer such as Businesses and Shop Owners.
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3. You should stop being an angel and pay nothing for the satanist and
Zionist mentality.
4. Go to the Ministry of Finance offices and pay taxes such as Businesses
and Shop Owners.
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DOORS
SUPPORT
DONALD J. TRUMP
HIS FRIENDS AND ADMINISTRATION
FOR
2020
3 November 2020 Elections
It has been the most important political Event in the US and Human
History since 1776.
The United States has a great mission for Humanity on Earth, which is
mentioned in prophecies, signs and symbols in the Bible and the Word of
God.
After 9/11, we see a great awakening in the US public opinion, which was a
great message to the USA, Humanity and Planet Earth.
Dear US Citizens
9/11 was organized by evil spirits mainly concentrated in
Democratic Party.
Do not vote for the Democratic Party and Joe BIDEN.
The Democratic Party is a NAZI Party that occupied the USA after the
Second World War.
Voting for the Democratic Party and Joe BIDEN is a 9/11.
Voting for the Democratic Party and Joe BIDEN will be another 9/11.
Voting for the Democratic Party and Joe BIDEN means to demolish and
destroy Humanity like the Twin Towers in 9/11.
Voting for the Democratic Party and Joe BIDEN means to destroy and ruin
Christianity, Christians, Churches, Pastors, Priests, the Bible and the
Word of God, as it did in 9/11.
The people of God never had the evil, Zionist Agenda and evil spirits like
Joe BIDEN (s)
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Who is the US Democratic Party and Joe BIDEN(s)?
(1)
The Democrat Party and Joe BIDEN(s) are NAZIs who immigrated with
"Paperclip Operations" after World War II and occupied the USA.
In the November 3, 2020 elections, US citizens will decide for their
President between Donald J. TRUMP and Adolf HITLERs like Joe BIDENs
The USA has become a superpower in the world after the Second World
War.
Ancient Sumerians, Egypt, Babylon, Rome, and the Empires of Great Britain
were some of the superpowers on Earth before the United States.
The superpower that sounds great is indeed the greatest enslavement
organization and enemy for God's People throughout history.
The mission of the superpowers is to make preparations to enslave the
Human race, such as cattle and sheep, using all the resources in the target
country.
The superpowers who enslave, kill and torture people in every age are the
greatest enemies of Humanity.
The main feature of Super Powers is stealth and invisible like Thieves.
Superpowers showed themselves to Humanity in World War I, World War
II and /911.
These are very experienced !!! superpowers are the same noble families
who killed millions of Christians and people want to complete their
mission to win the November 3, 2020 election.
George H-W Bush(s), Bill-Hillary CLINTON(s), Barack OBAMA(s)
and Joe BIDEN(s)
FEMA prepared facilities as Concentration Camps, Bulk Coffins,
Incinerators, Clamped Wagons and Guillotines to kill 300 Million US
citizens.
These operations failed and were destroyed by Donlad J.TRUMP and
Friends in the 2016 Election.
Democratic Party and Joe BIDEN (s) – Mission is WW III if the NAZIs
come to power in the 2020 elections.
They will try to activate the World War III scenarios.
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Who is USA Democratic Party and Joe BİDEN(s) ?
(2)

All vital US government offices occupied by NAZIs such as CIA, FBI, NSA,
Pentagon and US Army after WWII.
Europeans became a great resource for NAZIs in their entire history until
the WWI.
After the Second World War, NAZIs began to play their European role in
the United States.
World War II is not over for the NAZIs, they are fully active to realize
their Imperialist Agenda all over the world.
NAZIs have been expanding their domination circles such as cities,
countries, continents, planets for the last 7000 years.
The USA was the biggest occupation of the NAZIs.
The great awakening of the American people after the JFK assassination
and 9/11, NAZIs forced themselves to migrate and settle in another
Headquarters Country and Continent for safe work.
As always, the NAZIs staged a fake economic crisis in 2008 to cover up
their thefts.
NAZIs stole tens of trillion dollars of American People and immigrated
to CHINA.
After 2008, CHINA became the new center of NAZIs.
CHINA and the Chinese must be very careful about the occupation of the
NAZIs in their country.
CHINA and the Chinese will be the new free human resources and
soldiers of NAZIs such as Europe and the USA in history.
The NAZIs thought CHINA was a very large and secret country that they
can rule the world.
The NAZIs prepare the CHINA and the Army to attack their enemies in
every corner of the world.
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As free soldiers the Chinese will die for the NAZI agendas like the
Europeans, the people of the USA and the rest of the world.
In the 7000 era, NAZIs placed Joe BIDEN(s) and Hillary CLINTON(s) in
every corner of the world.
Not only the US, but also Humanity must be very careful with :
Joe BIDEN(s) and Hillary CLINTON(s)
in their own countries.
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Who is USA Democratic Party and Joe BİDEN(s) ?
(3)
Dear American Citizens
George H-W Bush(es), Bill CLINTON(s), Hillary CLINTON(s) Barack
OBAMA(s) and Joe BIDEN(s)
There are many "Friends" all over the world just like themselves.
They finance all of their bad art mainly through Drugs and Human
trafficking.
They are the world's largest drug traffickers, and especially cocaine and
heroin producers.
Bush(es), CLINTON(s), OBAMA(s) and Joe BIDEN(s)
are the sipiritual fathers, mothers, founders of terorist organizations
especially in Middle East.
All wars and conflicts in Middle East are orchestrated by Joe BIDEN(s).
Joe BIDEN(s) is one of the greatest Christian killers in Middle East.
Joe BIDEN(s) and his “Friends”
Joe BIDEN (s) and "Friends" have killed thousands of Christians in the
last 40 years.
Joe BIDEN (s) essentially have two "Friends" groups. Zionist Jews and
Zionist Armenians masquerading as "Kurds".
Zionist Armenians are the best "Friends and Slaves" of the Zionist Jews
who do their dirty work.
Zionist Jews dream and work for a great State of Israel in the Middle East
and half of Anatolia.
All terrorist organizations in the Middle East, especially the world, are
Israel's secret armies.
Israel is the largest terrorist state in the world that killed people in the last
7000 years.
The second terrorist state in the world is Armenia.
Joe BIDEN(s) and the zionist Armenians founded and financed many
terrorist organizations in Europe and the Middle East.
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PKK, YPG, PYD are the best known Armenian terrorist organizations.
Armenians infiltrated the innocent Kurdish people and introduced
themselves to the world as “Kurds”.
Jews and Armenians are using innocent Kurdish young boys and girls as
terrorists for their evil Middle East Agenda.
Working together, Zionist Jews and Armenians destroyed the Ottoman
Empire and killed hundreds of thousands of Christians in Gallipoli in
1915.
Nothing has changed today.
Zionist Jews and Armenians have gathered thousands of Christians from
89 countries to the Middle East in the last 40 years and killed many of
them.
PKK terorist organization is established by Joe BIDENs in the leader of an
Armenian called Agit Agopyan. Agit Agopyan masked and introduced
himself as a “Muslim Kurd” “Abdullah Öcalan”
YPG and PYD are terrorist organizations and others names of PKK mainly
located in Syria and Iraq.
YPG and PYD were established by Armenian Mazlum Kobani who is a
student of Agit Agopyan-Abdullah Öcalan
Zionist Jews and Armenians are very active and well organized in Turkish
politics and institutions.
The PKK terrorist organization was founded by Joe BIDENs under the
leadership of an Armenian named Agit Agopyan.
Agit Agopyan disguised himself as "Muslim Kurd" "Abdullah Öcalan"
PKK operates as YPG and PYD in Syria and Iraq.
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YPG and PYD were founded by Armenian Mazlum Kobani, a student of
Agit Agopyan-Abdullah Öcalan.
Zionist Jews and Armenians are very active and well organized in Turkish
politics and institutions.
HDP - Peoples Democratic Party - introducing themselves as democratic
movement of the Kurdish people in Turkey.
As a matter of fact, HDP is a completely Zionist Armenian terrorist
organization that lies to the Turkish people and the world and claims to be
Kurdish.
HDP Presidents
Selahattin Demirtaş, Figen Yüksekdağ, Pervin Buldan, Mithat Sancar and
thousands of others are Zionist Armenians.
These people lie to the Turkish people, the world, and claim to be Muslims
and Kurds.
CHP-Republican Public Party- infiltrated and invaded in 1938 is a totally
Rothschilds owned satanist ,zionist political terorist organization.
CHP President
Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu
is a Zionist Armenian and Rothschilds puppet, lies to the Turkish people
and claims to be a Muslim.
CHP President
Faik Öztrak,
is the hidden President of CHP a zionist Jew Rothschilds puppet
Ahmet Ünal Çeviköz, Selin Sayek Böke, Canan Kaftancıoğlu and thousands of
others are Zionist Jews those who have at least 200 years Young Turks
and Union Progress roots.
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İYİ Party
President
Meral Akşener
İYİ Party is a satanist, zionist Jewish Joe BIDEN(s) Party
Meral Akşener is a satanist, zionist Jew
and claims to be Muslim
Meral Akşener is a -Turkish Hillary Clinton- who is a Rockefeller
Daughter.
SAADET Party
President
Temel Karamollaoğlu
Saadet Party is a satanist, zionist Jewish Joe BIDEN(s) Party
Temel Karamollaoğlu is a satanist, zionist Jew
and claims to be Muslim
FETO
President
Fetullah GULEN Movement
a satanist, zionist Jew Joe BIDEN(s) Party
Terrorist Organization Leader
and
claims to be Muslim
Fetullah GÜLEN is one of the AntiChrists recently mentioned in the
Bible.
For over 40 years he has played the roles of Jewish, Christian and Muslim
messaiah.
He staged a coup in Turkey on 15 July 2016, killing 250 people and
injuring 2000 people.
He controls over 100 Million people in more than 160 countries.
He lives in Pennsylvania, USA for more than 20 years.
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Dear American Citizens
Why is this information given?
Very experienced terrorist organizations based in the Middle East: FETOFetullah GÜLEN Terror Organization, PKK, PYD, YPG and the like
infiltrated the USA due to a civil war.
They have great preparations and cooperation with terrorist organizations
such as ANTİFA.
Civil war will be started in the USA and will accelerate with these
demonic organizations created by BIDEN(s).

Saying Yes to the
BIDEN(s)
means
Goodbye to the Free and Wealthy USA

*Dear President Doald J.TRUMP*
Turkish Army and Government Forces will be together
You and the Americans
If you need it and call for help
We support your struggle
with a devilish and zionist agenda in its heart
We love you all
God bless You and the USA
26.8.2020
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DOORS
SUPPORT
DONALD J. TRUMP
HIS FRIENDS AND ADMINISTRATION
FOR
2020
ELECTRONIC AND POSTAL VOTING
Dear American Citizens
Electronic and postal voting is not a Fair and Safe system for transparent
Democratic Elections.
Electronic and postal voting is an unfair, insecure, evil, Zionist and evil
agenda.
Electronic and postal voting was prepared by Satanic and Zionist forces to
overturn the Election Results.
99% 2020 Donald J. Trump victory will be announced as 1%.
1% 2020 Joe BIDEN defeats will be declared as DEMs victory.
By using current electronic and postal voting
Have no doubts about coming new !!! 2020 9/11.
Fair, safe and transparent Democratic Elections are classic legacy systems.
Fair, safe and transparent Democratic Elections are the classic old systems
that contain ballot boxes, millions of neutral observers and official
documents signed by wet pen.
Electronic electoral devices and systems are the greatest frauds and
illusions in the history of Democracy.
150-160 million votes by mail will be counted by 100-200 officers !!!
Do you believe these stories and expect fairly honest results on November
3rd 2020 elections ?
Dear American Citizens
Protect and defend your country USA, Flag, Freedom, Sovereignty and
President Mr. Donald J. TRUMP
Make a 2020 Pick that is classic, old, fair, safe and transparent for you and
Humanity.
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DOORS
SUPPORT
RUSSIA
VLADIMIR PUTIN
HIS FRIENDS AND ADMISTRINATION
Dear President Vladimir PUTIN
We highly appreciate President Vladimir PUTIN, Her Friends and the
Administration's Humanitarian efforts and policies towards the freedom
and sovereignty of humanity.
The Russians are the people who suffered most in Human History from
the attacks of the Hidden Enemy of Men.
Humans were surrounded, invaded and enslaved by hidden, invisible,
enemies. This is not a science fiction, it is a big fact.
The Enemy has advanced artificial intelligence programs to enslave
Humanity under One Government, Military and Financial Organizations.
These programs need 7000 years to complete their cycle.
7000 years later, Humans will be ruled by the Totalitarian Socialist
Communist One World Government called the New World Order.
The completion of this cycle is approximately 2000-2030.
Some chapters of the Four books of God and the teachings of the Prophets
are explanations and warnings of these universal wicked programs.
The enemy conducted the biggest enslavement experiment in Russia
and Asia on October 1, 1917.
The prospects are that this experiment will burst and become an act of
enslavement for the whole world.
Socialism and Communism are Imperialist Bad Art that suffers the most
for people.
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Russians are democratic people in their history.
The enemy invaded and enslaved Russia and the Russian People on
October 1, 1917, was the invasion and enslavement of Humanity.
By 2020, the Enemy tries to invade Humanity and wants to complete the
enslavement cycle that started on October 1, 1917.
The Russians are the people who have suffered the most from the attacks
of the Imperialist Evil Arts in Human History.
The enemy invaded and enslaved Democratic Russia and the Russian
People on October 1, 1917.
After the October 1, 1917 invasion and enslavement, the Enemy began to
present Democratic Russia and the Russian People as a Socialist and
Communist Creative and Export Country.
Russia and the Russian People are Not a Socialist and Communist
Creative and Export Country.
October 1, 1917 invasion and enslavement became a great movement of
division and separation for Humanity.
Division and Separation is Humanity's greatest enemy.
Partition and Separation after the October 1, 1917 invasion and
enslavement was a Domino effect for Humanity.
Russia and the Russian People have been introduced as a socialistcommunist creator, exporter and enemy of humanity.
Russians began to be accused of being enemies of humanity.
The Russians have come to be accused of being the worst enemy of the
United States.
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To all these accusations the Russians said, "We fought side by side with the
Americans against the Nazis and Adolf Rothschild for the freedom of
humanity."
Adolf Hitler is a Rothschild and grandson of Solomon Rothschild.
Adolf Hitler is the masked and fake name of Adolf Rothschild.
Adolf Rothschild is one of the greatest terrorists in human history who
emerged as Adolf Hitler in World War II.
Adolf Hitler is a Jew, not a German. Only one Jewish heart and soul
kills Jews and people by burning them in garbage kilns.
Adolf Hitler's daughter Angela Merkel works hard to realize her father's
dream of a Totalitarian Socialist Communist One World Government.
The occupation of October 1, 1917 and the Second World War became the
greatest division of Humanity in History.
Humanity is divided into two artificial camps, Eastern and Western
Democratic and Communist.
As the creator, owner and exporter of Socialism and Communism, the
Russians are accused of the biggest lies in Human history.
The United Nations, NATO, IMF, World Bank, WHO and many similar
companies founded by Rothschilds are terrorist organizations.
NATO is the largest Terrorist Organization in the world to occupy its
members in peacetime.
Russians have problems with these organizations, especially with NATO.
Russian and American people should understand that the Rothschilds make
the most money by creating polarizations.
Ship-sized missiles mean ship size bills on tables.
The Russian and American Politicians and Armies should coexist at
the Christian base, not at military bases.
This is the unique solution to get rid of all problems of the Western
World.
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Dear President Vladimir PUTIN
We know that President Vladimir Putin his Friends and Administration
worked hard to break the cursed Zionist Rothschild occupation in Russia.
The occupation of October 1, 1917 was the enslavement of Russia and also
of Humanity.
But Russia's Christian roots did not give the enemy a chance to complete
their demonic Agenda.
The freedom of Russia is also the freedom of Humanity.
Dear President Vladimir PUTIN his Friends and Administration
works for Russia and Humanity with a spirit of freedom.
The freedom of Russia is also the freedom of Humanity.
We appreciate and support
every effort for the freedom and wealth of Humanity.
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Dear President Vladimir PUTIN
Vladimir PUTIN and His Friends
Love Jesus Christ and Word of God
Jesus Christ and God loves
Vladimir Putin His Friends and Russia so so much.
Dear President Vladimir PUTIN
We love who loves Jesus Christ and Word of God
We are praying for You,Your Family, Friends and Russia

God Bless You All
This Heart Loves You All So So So Much
See You Soon in Ankara
With My Love and Respect

Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
26.8.2020
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For those who do not like
read and think
The Summary of
“DOORS”
Humanitarian Informations

*kingdom of coyotes until lions rise*
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My Dear One’s

People's journey to civilization is a big puzzle and
We are working hard to complete and clarify.
This Heart Loves You All
So so so much
It is said that
"Boiling kettle has no cover"
We are at that point.
See you in God's Time.
I feel that this is very close in hours, not days.

God bless you all
with my Love and Respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
26.8.2020
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DOORS
SUPPORT
DONALD J.TRUMP
FOR
2020
Dear President Donald J.TRUMP
Democracy, Freedom, Sovereignty and Free Will are vital common
denominators of Humanity.
The USA is the biggest and leader of Democracy in the world and in the
last 250 years.
The USA and the American People have become a Lighthouse for
Humanity in the dark times since July 4, 1776.
Our world is not as big as we think. It's like a village where we live.
Our leaders know this fact very well.
The people of the world must know this truth as the world leaders.
Democratic Elections -without the manipulation of Puppet Players- are
Humanity's great chance for freedom and domination.
US democratic elections are important not only for the American people,
but for all of us.
It is the duty and responsibility of many people on earth to pursue the
democratic elections of the United States, for their personal, corporate
and total success.
This fact, habit is more or less the same for every democratic election.
Every Human should have at least a global view of the world for
humanity.
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It's always better to be part of the solution, to be a problem, and to be a
problem.
Donald J. TRUMP, Friends and Government is the true spirit of US
Democracy.
We know very well that Donald J. TRUMP and His Friends are fully
fighting against Totalitarian Socialist Imperialism and its Evil Arts.
The Freedom and Sovereignty of the USA is the freedom and sovereignty of
Humanity.
The success and strength of Donald J. TRUMP and Friends 2020: It is the
success and strength of Humanity.
Dear President Donald J.TRUMP
DOORS Soul won 15 Elections with great success and became the first
PARTY in each of them in Anatolia in the last 17 years.
As an engineer, “I (Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU) want to work for Donald J.
TRUMP and Friends 2020 Election Campaign.
This local view will be the first and a pioneer in the history of world
democracy for Humanity to be "One and United".
We will focus on the 7000-year Big Picture.
I hope and know that we will have complete success in the 2020 Election.
Prophets are also the "Heads" of Humanity.
The presidents of our world must love and obey the "Word of God".
The Word of God and the Prophets suggest and recommend:
2x2 = 4 3x3 = 9 4x4 = 16 5x5 = 25 …… mathematics and engineering type.
Satan, Zionist and Evil recommends and empowers them:
2x2 = 22 3x3 = 33 4x4 = 44 5x5 = 55
2

2x2 = 222 3x3 = 333 4x4 = 444 5x5 = 555 etc. Mathematics and
engineering types.
We know very well that Donald J. Trump and his friends love Word of God
and Jesus Christ.
We know very well that Donald J. Trump and his friends recommend:
To humanity 2x2 = 4 3x3 = 9 4x4 = 16 5x5 = 25 …… mathematics and
engineering type.
God and Jesus Christ loves so so much Donald J. Trump, His Friends and the
United States of America.

Dear President Donald J.TRUMP
The DOORS have organized many elements for the harmony of
Humanity.
DOORS should reach every Leader, University and Corner of Our World.
Turkish media do not care and do not care about DOORS.
They have much more important things to do: play on the beach, do
everything with sand and pee on them.

Dear President Donald J.TRUMP

Please make DOORS public at the White House or with Christian USA
Media.
Humanity needs it, it wants to see and hear the voices of the DOORS.
Humanity needs Donald J. TRUMP, his friends and the Doors.
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Doors need to reach Humanity.
Dear President Donald J.TRUMP
You and your friends are invited to Ankara to start the 2020 Campaign.

Dear President Donald J.TRUMP
We love those who love the Word of God and Jesus Christ.
We pray for you, your family, your friends and the United States.

My Dear One’s
See you when Mr. President Donald J. TRUMP announces the DOORS at
the White House.
God bless you all
This heart loves you so so so much
See You Soon In Ankara
Love and respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
19.10.2019
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My Dear One’s
DOORS will be announced to the public in the coming days and announced
by the Turkish Media.
Please be in fine settings for this period.
Long-loaded Turkish News is about local politics. Full English translation
will be enabled very soon.
However, it is important to give a summary of the available downloads.
The Middle East has been the main battleground between Good and Evil
throughout history.
Last millennium Anatolia and Turkey has been the center of this war.
Turkey was fully occupied by Zionist forces after Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
passing away in 1938.
The zionist and satanist occupation was completely destroyed by the
Democratic Turkish Nation and the AK Party government getting fully
power in 11/3/2002.
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk is the founder and sole owner of the CHP
(Republican People's Party).
CHP was a great force against Evil between 1923-1938.
The CHP was occupied by Fascists, Communists, Socialists, Theocrats,
Satanists and Zionists and was severely corrupted.
The Turkish people have never given power to the Satanist CHP and other
corrupt political parties for 64 years, but they cannot get rid of the coalition
ruptures until 11/3/2002 elections.
In the last thousand year, Anatolian governments have ruled the state
completely faithful to God's Word and Commandments.
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This is why Evil has not been able to resist democratic opposition for more
than 64 years after a thousand year of the Word of God Momentum.
The 11/3/2002 elections have been the cornerstone of the last 64 years.
This year the AK Party - Justice and Development Party - was established
and came to power completely.
Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN, the founder of the AK Party, has been a loyal
person to the Word of God and his books since childhood.
Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN is the leader who is in the way of the Prophets
(pbuh) Adam, Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus Christ and Muhammad with all
his heart.
Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN is a leader who works not only for his own
country but also for the good of all Humanity, regardless of his religion, sect,
color, belief, idea.
Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN is the best leader of Turkish Political History,
who best seized the legacy of ATATÜRK's democracy, republic and
humanitarian ideas.
There are many misinformation and disinformation about our President
Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN in fake media organizations around the world.
Fake media and Zionist institutions around the world are trying to
introduce our President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN as a dictator like puppet
leaders.
Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN responded with great success by winning 14
democratic elections in 17 years and became the First Party.
Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN is one of the most successful leaders in the World
Democracy History.
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Those who are nothing like a dot, like a dust partical, lecturing and insulting
continuously to Our President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN in their rooms.
We are inviting these people to democratic halls and fields for to learn if
they are greater than a dust partical or valuable than a bullshit.
After "ONE MUNITE" at the Evil 2009 Davos Rally, Zionists and Satanists
attacked President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN with at least 120,000
domestic and foreign forces under NATO command on 15 July 2016 at
20:00.
It was signed in 2013 saying "You will see the fall of an Empire soon" and
the finger waved.
Evil, Zionists and Satanists attacked with all their might and False
Prophets, False Messiahs and Antichrists on the night of July 15, 2016.
My Dear One’s
The coup, attack and invasion order given by the Zionists and Satanists to
NATO on July 15, 2016 was the Armageddon War, which was prophesied
between the Sons and Daughters of Abraham and the Sons and
Daughters of Satan.
The Battle of Armageddon lived more than 16 hours in the Anatolian
mountains and hills, especially in Ankara and Istanbul.
During this war and hours, the Turkish Army and Forces took the Zionist
and Satanist Babies in “One Minute” and knocked them over.
It's our job and duty to overthrow Empires, not animal babies.
If you plan to attack the Turkish Army and Forces, you should think twice,
twenty times better.
I have been an AK Party member and engineer for over 14 years.
President Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN is my best friend and we work hard
together for a better World and the Word of God.
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My precious One’s
This heart loves you so so so much
You are the Stars and Light of the Heaven
See You Soon
In the Time and Time of God
Love and respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
15/6/2019
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My Dear One’s
The DOORS have been at their bases for 4 years and have not been made
public.
Today is the time and season to announce DOORS to Humanity.
I will be in Kocatepe Mosque Exhibition Center for 38th Turkish Book
and Culture Fair held by Turkey Diyanet Foundation during- 16-31 May
2019 -11.00 am-23.00 pm at Stand 19.
You are invited to Ankara to share God's Word and Art.
My Precious One’s
DOORS English Version was activated on September 23, 2018.
Those who preach, make videos and share DOORS between 23.9.201820.5.2019 will be my visitors in Ankara in the next weeks and months.
Together we will continue to preach and share the Word of God for
Humanity.
I'm so proud of you all
I am also very grateful to our Galactic Family, Lightworkers and
Starseeds who are working very hard for the freedom of Humanity.
On behalf of myself and humanity, I thank you all for your valuable efforts
throughout history to our Galactic Family.
This Heart Loves You All So So Much.
See You in Ankara next week.
Love and Respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
21.05.2019
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Dear President Donald J.TRUMP
Donald J.TRUMP and His Friends love Jesus Christ and Word of God.
Jesus Christ and God loves Donald J.Trump ,His Friends and United
States of America so so much.
Dear President Donald J.TRUMP
You are planning an official visit to Ankara very soon.
You and Your Friends, 21-31 May 2019 - 11.00 - 23.00 - You are invited to
share the Word of God and have a coffee with me.
Dear President Donald J. TRUMP
Take the People of God in a plane or two and bring them to Ankara the
next week.
Dear President Donald J. TRUMP
We love those who love Jesus Christ and the Word of God.
We pray for You, Your Family, Your Friends and the United States of
America.
God Bless You All
This Heart Loves You All So So So Much
See You Soon in Ankara
Love and Respect
Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
21.05.2019
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My Dear One’s
Everybody asks me these days : Where are you ? Where have you been until
now ?
I am very sorry for being late and being late for the last 30-35 years.
I plan on getting married, having children, a regular life and updates.
Instead of normal ascent and descent.

My Precious One’s

I had a dream last night
I will be with you on 15 June 2019 at the latest
This heart loves you all so so so much
See you soon
To meet the facts of life
Love and Respect

Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
19.04.2019
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Do not wait Jesus Christ Be a Jesus Christ
My Dear One’s
Who reached DOORS before everyone and anyone
You are the Lord of Lords
You are the King of Kings
You are the People of God
You are the Words of God
You are the Lamps of God
You are the Morning Stars of Darknesses
You are the Lights of the Worlds and Universes
You are the First and the Last
I am so Proud of You All
Lets Share DOORS with Everyone
Lets Share www.spectrumofislam.com with Everyone
You are invited to Dance Floors
I Love You All So So So Much
Love and Respect

Halil Coşkun BEYOĞLU
29.01.2019
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